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I Leon Trotsky -- His Ideas Live On J 
Twelve years have passed since the fatal day of 

August 20, 1940 when the assassin's ax struck down one 
of the truly great thinkers and doers of our time. They 

LEON TROTSKY 
1879-1940 

have been stirring, eventful 
years, terrible in their dev
astating wars bl,lt yielding 
the most sweeping social 
changes since the French 
Revolution. Trotsky's ideas 
were put to the test in this 
vast human laboratory -
and have been brilliantly, 
incontrovertibly confirmed. 

Trotsky was first of all 
an incurable revolutionary 
optimist. I n the blackest 
days, he insisted that the 
forces of socialist eman
cipation were more power
ful than those of imperial
ism and fascism, and in the 
would triumph over them~ 
Who can challenge this 
faith today when capital
ism has been uprooted in 
one-third of the world in 

an unceasing revolutionary momentum? 
Trotsky Iwas pitiless in his criticism of the reactionary 

and utopian Stalinist theory of "socialism in one country." 
The presenc,e of representatives of the Chinese Revolution 
in Moscow speaking to the Kremlin on equal terms, ,the 
need to integrate, Eastern Europe in a common economic 
plan settles forever this historic controversy. By the same 
token, it removes the rationalization ,of the Soviet bureau
cracy's reason for existence. 

Trotsky outlined the road to liberation for the back
ward and colonial countries in his famous theory of the 
"Permanent Revolution." He conceived their victory as 
possi1ble only by the overthrow of the native ruling classes, 
treacherously allied to imperialism. He excluded a long 
capitalist development for the backward nations and said 
they would have to 'proceed directly to the construction of 
a socialist society. In essence, this is precisely what has 
happened in China, and to a lesser extent in Yugoslavia 
~nd ~ome of the countries of Eastern Europe. And in 
Egypt and I ran the process' of the "permanent revolution;' 
i" already in its first stages. 

Trotsky characterized the Soviet bureaucracy as a 
par~sitic caste, a.ntipathetic to the nationalized and plan
ned economy. He proved it beyond challenge in his eco
nomic studies of the USSR. Now we see his analysis 
reaffirmed in the irrepressible opposition of the Eastern 
European countries - and sometimes even encomp~ssing 
their native Ibureaucratic rulers - to the plunder, the in .. 
competence, the wastefulness of the arrogant Kremlin' 
overlords. The recent concessions made 'by the Kremlin 
in Czechoslovakia and to a lesser ext·ent in Rumania shaw 
how strong is this tendency of opposition, 

1'rotsky saw the downfall of the KrelJ1hn gang when 
the revolution spread beyond Russia's borders ringing 
them with red instead of black. A bi-product of world 
reaction, the Soviet bureaucracy would be fatally und,er
mined by a great new resurgence of the masses. The' 
addition of the word "Titoism" to the !World's languages -
regardless of fhe Marshal's recent evolution -'- shows how 
unerringly right was Trotsky's prognosis. The rise of 
Revolutionary China, a power in its own right, is thc 
most dramatic 'vindication of the great Marxist's forecast 
- and no one: knows this better th~m the men in the 
Kremlin. The bureaucracy is supremely conscious that the 
movements of the masses - and that is what they call 
"Trotskyism" - are ever more uncontrollable and ever 
more dangerous to its' own existence. 

Trotsky was as keen in his insight and analysis of 
the United States as he was of Europe and Asia. He en
visioned what he called "the eruption of America's produc
tive forces on the world market." He foresaw what he 
called the doling out of"rations' to once powerful European 
capitalism, and which we can"now see before our, eyes in 
the shape of the Marsha'II Plan, etc.- He predicted that 
insular U.S. imperialism could survive only by'an attempt' 
to "organize the \World. It But t'hat attempt would inine thc' 
power of American capitalism with powder kegs throughout 
the world,. Their detonation in revolutionary struggles 
would bring on the social crisis at home and finally spell 
the dool)1 of the financial oligarchy. 

Are we not living. in the midst of that epoch. now r 
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The Bipartisan Campaign Begins 
By GEORGE CLARKE 

We wrotein this column in the March-April Fourtb In
terftati.ona;l .that the pre-c0t:lvention maneuvering 'in Doth 
parties presaged a one-sided. contest for the presidency: a 
candidate verSU$ a· dummy candidate, Events have proved 
thafoUr. prediction, la'eking in boldness, did not go far 
end l1gh.'8othcandidates, politically speaking, have turned 
out tf.1.be Ciphers. 

Not since the days of Calvin Coolidge has there been 
~uch. . .a 'hanky:-panky on the politica1 hustings with the 
rivals bowing and courtesyingand even going to the length 
9f slapping one another onthe wrist. With the conventions 
out of the way, the issues dividing Eisenhower from Steven
SOIl grow,eve( more obscure. Arthur Krock, the sage of 
theN: Y. times, WaS being. less than brilliant when he had 
to. rec6gniie' that the candidates were ha v'ing a hard time 
}O ,finding tar,gets to shoot at. The Republican Eisenhower 
wat)ts a radic,al "change" in the administration (why else 
Would· he be running?). More conservative, the Democrat 
St~~~ns6n would only change some "faces." 

so 'far a~ foreign policy, civil rights, the high cost of 
.Jiving, the Taft-Hartley Law, the witchrunt, etc., are con
cern~d, they seem to make less impression on the candi~ 
dates than the leatest invasion of "flying saucers." The 
politica·l, climate of the country, with a major 'election ap
proaching, is about as agitated as the Dead Sea. 

Big' Business Calls· Ail the Shots 
The top-brass of Big Business must be purring wi~h 

satisfacfion. The pieces were moved with clock~like preci
sion. The. arrangements are perfect. Isolationism was ef
fectivelY,interred under a shower of Wall Street gold at 
the Re'publkan Party convention, thus removing the haunt
ing fear that a demagogue looking for votes would stir up 
discontent over Korea, the EuroPean arms program i.e., 
with :the danger of war. An added dividend in the liquida
tion of "Mr. 'Republican" Robert Taft was the lulling of 
labor's alertness toa threatened offensive of Big Business. 

On the Democratic side, the labor-liberal-Negro coali
~iOh, Which astounded' the Gountry by giving Truman his 
whistle-stop victory in 1948, was shelved Without any ma
jor commotion. Labor was taken for granted - and ig
nored. The South was placated with the second place on 
the. ticket instead of being driven out of the party as in 
1948' in order to swing the Negro vote into the Democratic 
column. Arid the liberals were treated like ... liberals al~ 

ways are: they were given a few phrases in, the platform 
and sent packing. Thus was the Fair Deal buncombe and 
the 20-year old campaign radicalism of the Democratic 
Party thrown out the window. 

By putting Taft and the Old Guard on ice on the one, 
side, and by disposing of Truman and his labor leutenants' 
on the other, the RepUblicans and Democratic parties 
slipped back toward the grey identity for which they were 
noted in the long epoch preceding Roosevelt. \Vhat could 
be' more ideal for the warmaker! The home front is securely 
stable, almost unruffled. The people are being led into the 
counter-revolutionary Armageddon without a murmur of 
protest, without, it wOJ.lld" seem, their being conscious of the 
terrible calamity that. is fast approaching. 

Only part of this development can be attributed to the 
manipUlations and wire-pullings of Big Business and its 
henchmen at the conventions of the old parties. Far more 
is to be explained by the objective facts of USA 1952. Fi
nance-capital could conduct its political operations as if in 
a charmed circle because the masses stand outside the polit
ical arena. More, the power of the organ ized working class 
as a social factor has been primarily expressed as a force 
of inertia resisting encroachment's on past gains. For year~, 
the trade union movement has had no bold aims of vital 
reforms that would limit the power of the monopolies and 
create greater security for the masses'. I t has sought merel)' 
to pick up a few crumbs from the war-boom prosperity. 

This was the essence of the Truman-labor coalition, ! t 
reached its peak in 1948 when the·'mobilization of labor, 
threatening to break out of the Democratic Party into in
dependent labor politics, forced Truman to the left. H:5 
left-swing saved the two,;.party system. But it also shocked 
the monopolies into the understanding that a major of
fensive against the unions would mean a real showdown 
between the classes. The Taft-Hartley Law remained on 
the statute books. But instead of it being the first step in 
a 'grand anti-labor strategy - as was originaly designed -
it became merely a device to limit the gains of the unions 
and to put obstacles in the way of their further expansion. 

Taft-Hartleyism in its new form soon became an in
tegral feature elf the Truman-labor coalition. For Truman, 
the new law was an ideal means for government interven
tion in strikes on the side of capital but without smashing 
the unions. The labor bureaucrats quickly adapted them
selves to the new pattern, somewhat inconvenienced by its 
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restrictive provisions but quietly pleased with the weapons 
the law placed in their hands against a rebellious rank arid 
file and against wild-cat strikes. 

Given the ,apparent postponement of monopoly-cap i
tal's offensive against labor until the outbreak of die war 
itself, it is obvious that the new system. of cl.ass collabora
tion can also, be regulated without major convulsions by a 
Republican administration .. The s-pecial ,reason for existence 
of the Democratic-labor coalition - (combined with the 
effects of the war economy ,which w.e discu$ed in the 
March-April F I) - began to tiisappear. The Democratic 
Party could nominate two candidates, both committed to a 
retention of the Taft-Hartley Law, without fear of' a de
fection of its labor support. 

Once labor's support was considered definitely in the 
bag, the Dem'ocratic Party moved full speed to the right. 
"The picture was the exact opposite from, 1948. Then, un
der threat of a labor, bolt, Truman was forced into a breal{ 
with the Dixiecrats and into making the most lavish prom
ises to the Negro people, to in,sure the decisive I electoral. 
votes of the Northern states. Wihtout this goal today, unity 
has been completely re-established with the Southern Dem
ocrats and the Negro people are openly flouted by the 
nomination of the Southern racist Sparkman for Vice
Pres'ident. 

PrQspects for November 
What are the prospects then for the outcome ot the 

1952 eJections? It would obviously· be. foolhardy at this 
early date and amidst a bipartisan campaign to make a 
definite prediction. We wrote in our earlier tveatment of 
the que'stion that the Big Interesfs were seeking a Demo
cratic dummy to oppose Eisenhower. To our surprise, the 
one candidate we considered lacking in those qualifications 
has come to play precisely that role. Unless radically 
changed midstream, Stevenson's present inoccuous' cam
paign is not calculated tp obtain the outpouring of the 
labor and Negro vote which ihsured the Democratic vic
tory in 1948. 

But on the other hand, the defeat of Taft proved no 
unmixed blessing to the sections of the ruling class behind 
Eisenhower. I t robbed the Republican campaign of its 
flamboyant demagogic appeal to the middle class, of play
ing on its grievances over the Korean war, rising prices, 
.high taxes, etc. Eisenhower, as we wrote in March, "has no 
program ,but 'national unity' - and will 'have, no other 
... " Determined to be all things to all men, to keep his 
role as the futur~ military Bonaparte carefully concealed, 
he is the "Wintergreen-for-President" par excellence, full 
of beautiful smiles and vapid g~neralities, encouraging 
everyone, offending· no one. But whether this ,studied, at
tempt to avoid stirring the troubled waters will have the 
soothing: effect of keeping enough workers away fn;>m the 
polls and of bringing enough middle class votes to them 
to insure a Republican victory in November ,.- that re
mains to be seen. 

For the significant circles o,f the ruling class, alt,hough 
favoring Eisenhower, the .outcome of the elections is of 'far 
less importance than if a radical demagogue playing for 

the labor and Negro vote were the Democratic candidate. 
It is not that they c,ould not count on him to execute the!\" 
counter-r~volutionary 'war plans to the full as Truman has 
done. It is rather that the' commitments of a candidate tied 
to a labor alliance can cause embarrassment to Fi1eir plans 
for regimentation and attacks on the standard of living 
(e.g. Truman's equivocal attitude when the union represent
atives walked out of the Wage Stabilization Board, and 
later on his seizure of the steel mills). Nothing of this sort 
is expected from Stevenson,' who has been t~e recipient 01 
rather generous praise' from important Republican news
papers. 

Major Turn Coming 
Yet, the politically stagnant atmosphere of the cam

paign llotwithstanding, ·the 1952 elections foreshadow a 
major turn in American politics. The world of the Roose
velt-Truman New Deal-Fair Deal has passed into limbo. 
And with it gO,es the loosening and the inevitable rupture 
of labor's alliance with the Democratic Party whi~h has 
kept the work~rs the serfs of capitalist politics when their 
eqmomic strength should have made them the mightiest 
power in the United, States. 

In or our of office, the Democratic Party can no longer 
provide the shield - flimsy "as -it was against the coming 
onslaugl1t of the ~ig ausiness-Big Brass combinatipn to 
force the workers to carry the ,biggest burden of its planned 
counter-revolut'ionary war. The deliberate spurning of the 
aspirations of the Negro people is only the first' sign of 
tqe nature of I things to, come. 

,Between the present mockery of a political campaign 
ancl the ~reat resurgence, of American la.bor there lies, it 
is true, an ordeal of countless sacrifices and terrible suf
fering for the masses of the working people. This,' regard
less of our de~ires or hopes as individuals, is part of the 
trend set into motion by a decadent capitalist system seek
ing to preserve itself from a world in the full tide of reVo
luttion. But the workings of this process also have their 
own logic which will favor the rise of the great class La
bor Party of the American workers. The American' workers 
will confront the financial oligarchy in a struggle for mas
tery even while these desperate rulers' are engaged in the 
insane attempt to' impose their will on the re'st of the 
world. 

I t is with this confidence that the Socialist \Vorkers 
Party enters the ] 952 elections: Its candidates, Far'fell 
Dobbs an~' Myra Tanner 'Weiss, breaking through the 
fictions and myths of the temporary ,war-boom prosperity, 
defying the re.pressions of the encroaching police state, 
represent the coming day of American labor. 

BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS ON 

MARXISM AND LABOR MOVEMENT 

~rite for -catalogue to 

Pioneer Publishers 
116 University Place New York 3, N. Y. 



How Many Capitalists in the U. S. ? 
The Brooki-.tgs Report on Stock Ownership 

By HARRY, FRANKEL 

The new Brookings Institution study, "Share Owner
ship in the United States," dealing with the ownership of 
shares in American corporations,. was' published on June 
30. Newspaper readers will recall that" this report was 
greeted with great f~nfare by the daily press. The world 
was told that the' Brookings survey proves that this 'na
tion is owned Hdemocratically." Actually, the report con-
tains no such proof. It proves the very opposite. ' 

, The Cleveland Plain De,aler contended in a July 2 
editorial: ttThe fact that 6,500,000 American citizens have 
a direct, undisguised stake in American business and in
dustrial enterprise should destroy, once and for all, the 
specious notion that corporations-for-profit are owned pre
dominantly by a coterie of plutocrats whose financial ang 
spiritual home is Wall Street ... _ 

"Politically, the' findings of tl1e Brookings Institution 
should be regarded as complete refutation of the dema
gogue's propaganda to the effect that A~erican business 
and industry is owned chiefly by a rapacious, profit-hungry 
few." ' 

The Plain Dealer rests its whole case upon one figure: 
6,500,000 shareholders. With all due respect, to the Plain 
Dealer and the other papers which took this line, this fig
ure prOves nothing at all untH it is analyzed as follows: 

What proportion of the people does this 6112 million 
represent? , 

Is this a rising or declining proportion of the American 
people? . 

How is the ownership of U.S. corporations distributeq' 
among these 61JJ million? 

What proportion of the 6112 miNion shareholders eX
ereis,e effective control ove"r and draw significant incomes 
from these corporatfons? 

Results Dis,ap'pointing 
The first thing to be noted about this 6112 million 

shareholders figure is that it came as a great surprise to 
offical economic forecasters. Most advance estimates had 
been mpch higher, some going as high as 20 million share
oWners. In the face of this advanc-e billing, the real fig
ure was shocking, not to the Marxists, but to the profes
siona1 lY1arx-killers who expected a striking refutation of 
socialist claims. I t must be said for them, that they con
cealed their surpr,ise very gracefully; and hailed the results 
of the Brookings study with admirable sang fro~d. In al
most all cases, the fact that the findings fell far' short of 
expectations was not even mentioned. 

Only one out of every sixteen persons, or 6.4 % of the 
adult population, has any share in the ownership of U.S. 
corporations. In other words, 93.6% of the adult popula-

tion. has no share whatever, not even the smaHest, in thf~ 
corporate wealth of the nation. Any editor who can twist 
this around to make it show that corporations are not 
uowned predominantly by a coterie of plutocrats" deserves 
a Pulitzer Prize, and· will probably win one some day. 

There remains another possible justification of the claim 
that 6112 million shareowneds proves something Hdemo
cratic" about American capitatlism. It is po~sible that, al
though the present number 'Of stock owners is small, the 
trend is.in a 'udemocratic" direction; that is, perhaps the 
number of ~hareowners is growing with the p~ssage of 
time. 

The Brookings survey provides some information on 
this point. In the late Thirties, the congressional Temporary 
National Economic Committee worked out an estimate of 
the number of share 'owners at that time.' The results are 
included in an appendix to the Brookings study. Not one 
major newspaper or press service s~w fit to -mention this 
appendix, and the reason is that the TNEC study reached 
this conel usion : 

"It was estimated tbat in 1937 tbere were tram eigbt 
to nine million sbareowners wbo beld stock in. ,at least one 
corporation . . .. Tbe limits were determ~ned on tbe basis 
of separate ~stimates made by four metbods largely inde
pendent of each 'other." 

·Ownership Trend Downward 
Now if in 1937, out of a population of less than 130 

million, there were eight to nine miHion shareowners, and 
in 1951 out of a population of 155 million only 61/2 mil
liqn, then the trend of shareowners as a proportion of the 
population must be downward at a very sharp rate. As a 
matter of fact, the percentage of the adult population own
ing stuck was cut almost in half between 1937 and 1'95 I, 
from about 10-11 % in 1937 to 6.4.% last year! 

The fancy estimators who thought, before the Brook
ings study, that there must b~ as high as 20 tnillion stock 
owners today made their very drastic error in a very simple 
way. They knew, the 1937 TNEC estimate, and figuring 
that the country is about twice as prosperous now a~ it was 
then, calculated that; there must be at least twice as many 
share owners. But they don't understand capitalism and 
capitalist prosperity. 

The last ·dozen _years of war prosperity have noy created 
more capitalists and fewer workers. On. the contrary, in 
accord with the basic tendencies of capitalist accumulation,' 
the" working-class population has been enlarged at one 
end of th(.! scale, while at the other end the concentration 
of wealth has beeen increased. This is the inherent mode
ofcapitalis,m, as reveailed by Marx almost 100 years ago 
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in his explanation of the social process of the accumulation 
of capital. ' ' 

We turn now to our next que~tion: How is the nation's 
stock distributed among these 61;2 milliol) owners? The 
B·rookings I nstitution survey spends dozens of pages de
cribing the age groups, geographical distribution, size of 
family, educational bracket, etc., insofar as they are re
lated to stock ownership, but it has no breakdown at all 
on this most important pain t. I s it possible that· the I nsti
tution found this information so strikingly demonstrative 
of the existence of a corporate plutocracy that it stayed 
away frorn this point entirely out of deference to \Vall 
Street? That is quite possible Jnd eveil likely. Such a very 
important matter would never have been omitted acci
dentaHy. 

Shareowners and Shar8holdings 
However, although the report has no information on 

shareowners, ' it does have a great deal on shareboldings 
from which we may draw rough inferences about the share
owners of the nation. The difference between these two 
categories is this: A shareowner is a person owning stock, 
while a shareholding is a parcel of stock owned by one 
person. There are, according to the surv.ey, about 20 1/3 
million shareholdings on record in the nation, and these 
are owned by about 611~ million people. This means that 
shareholdings are distributed on an average of three to a 
person. The "average" shareowner owns parcels of stock 
in three ,corporations. ' 

The holdings are actually very unevenly distributed. 
Almost half of the 61/2 million owners have only one hold
ing. Another million have only two holdings' apiece. This 
means that in the upper brackets, individual owners must 
have many shareholdings each. We find this corroborated 
by further facts in the report : the top 20% of the share
owners have 5 issues or more, and the top 8% have )0 
issues or more. 

I f we assume that three shareholdings represent one' 
shareowner, we can get an idea of the way stock is distrib
uted among the 61/2 million owners. Of course, by this 
method, we get a very conservative idea: the extent of con
centration will be much greater because, as we have seen, 
large' numbers of owners have one or two holdings, and 
small numbers of owners have many holdings. We have, 
however, no reasonable way of including that factor into 
our calcu·lations, and so the reader should l\eep in mind. 
that the following estimates give an, understated. picture 
of the extent of stock concentration. 

The' Brookings report divides all shareholdings of rec
ord into three categories: blocs of 1::.99 shares, blocs of 
100-999 shares, and blocs of 1000 shares and over. This 
is done for common stock, which constitutes about 90% 
of all corporate stock, and for preferred stock. The fol
lowing calcul~tions are based upon the sum of both com
mon and preferred stock. 

The lowest category of shareholdings,' between 1 and 
99 shares to the bundle, take in most oj the shareholdings 
of the nation, but takes in very litle of the stock of the 
nation. The exact figures are reaJly startling: Fully 690/0 

0/ all sbareboldillgs are in tbis 1-99 sbares category, but. 
tbese tiny boldings put togetber only a'dd up to about 140/0 
oj' tbe t9tal market value of all shares. 

I f we translate these shareholdings into shareowners, 
we find that an O\vner in the lowest category owns about 
81 shares of stock with an average market value of $41 
a share and an average total value of $3912, Such a holding 
gives the owner neither any power in the corporation~ nor 
any significant income. And we ha \'e very good reason tu 
believe that about ·P/2 million of the 6~/~ million share 
owners in the country fall into this Dtegory. 

What the Snlall Owner Earns 
\Vhat would the average income from dividends be in 

this grouping? Running our finger down the latest New 
York Stock Exchange listings, we find that Continental 
Can, paying a dividend of $2, is quoted at a little more 
than $41 a share. Our small owner, equipped with an aver
age of 81 shares, would find himself the proud recipient. 
once a year, of a dividend check for $162. Or, if he owned 
$3912 worth of better paying Ameri~an Telephone & Tele
graph, he would possess 25 'shares paying $225 a year. Not 
exactly J. P. Morgan style. 

The New York Daily Alirror, in an editorial on the 
Brookings report, said that the 6112 million stock owners 
are, "capitalists." But the above figures show that, when 
we call at least 4.112 million of these 61/2 million people 
"ca'pitalists," we are only mocking them. The people in this 
category are only "capitalists" as a sort of a hobby, but for 
purposes' of making a living, they must have some more 
serious form of income. Some of them are full-time wage 
workers, whose stock ownership does not mean any more 
to them or their standard Cif .livin"g than tlie ownership of 
a few U.S. government Defense Bonds. 

The report gives some figures for working -class owner
ship of stock which we reproduce in the following table: 

Skilled Workers 
And Foremen 
Public Service "Vorkers 
Semi-Skilled Workers 
Unskilled Workers 
Unidentifed Occupations 

Workers as Stockholders 

No. Owning Total No. 
Stock I n This Class 

410,000 9,310,000 
40,000 1,180,000 

210,000 15,090,000' 
10,000 5,640,000 

* 390,000 

670,000 31,610,000 

The groups included in this table repre5ent a large part 
of the American working class, and probably the whole of 
the industrial working class. The really sharp demarcation 
of the classes in America is made very clear by the above 
figures. Only 610,000 workers out of more than 31 million 
or about 2 % of the class induding foremen, are owners of 
stock, and, as we have shown, own such small amounts that 
their budgets are not very muc~ improved by the 'dividends. 

Of course it is theoretically not excluded that some of 
these workers or foremen own large blocs of stock, paying 

* Negligible. 
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substantial dividends. But this assumption is completely 
unreasonable on the face of it. I t must be understood that 
if a worker owned enough stock to support his faml:ly on 
the dividends, he would quit being a worker. J n years of 
acquaintance with many hundreds of industrial workers, 
J personally have met only one wo'rker who owned any 
stock, a legacy from a near relative. The annual dividend' 
he received would purchase a cheap radio for his car, but 
hardly anything more than that. 

These very small owners, as we have pOInted out, prob
ably include about 70% of all stock owners, or about 4112 
million of the 6112 million shareholders. This whole big 
group owns only 14 % of the market value of all stocks. 
Now how about the top groups - those owning blocs of 
1000 or more shares? 

Tliis top group includes only 2 % of all shareowners, 
possibly 150,000 individuals. This tiny oligarchy owns out
right 56% of the total market value of aU stocks of the 
nation. This doesn't look much like .the "democratic" pic
ture emblazoned in the newspapers when the Brookings re
port appeared, but it is the fact of the matter, as it actually 
appears in the text of the Brookings report. This fact also 
was unreported in the papers. 

The Real Owners 
The Brookings report actually proves everything which 

the press seeks to deny as "falsehoods" of "Marxist dema
gogues." J t shows that the corporate stock is actually con
centrated in very few hands: that fully 93.4% of the adult 

populat'ion is totally excluded from all stock ownership; 
that of the remaining 6.4% most are smaH owners with 
n~gligible corporate income and nothing to say in the run
ning of the corporation; and that the remaining few who 
may have some control over the corporations and who do 
receive sizeable' dividend incomes constitute only 2 % of 
the shareowners and thus less than .2 % of the adult popula
tion. This is not itself the tiny Wall S~reet oligarchy that 
dominates the corporate wealth of the nation; that oligar
chy is a still smaller group contained within this small seg
ment of the population. -

Financial interest groups representing only a. few dozens 
of individuals can and do dominate giant corporations or 
whole groups of such corporations. For example, General 
Motors Corporation, with dose to half a million stocl<
holders, is dominated by the Dupont interests. The Du
ponts" holding about 23 % of the voting stock, control the 
basic polic~es of Gtmeral Mot<?rs without any difficulty. 
This picture has beeh generally well documented by the 
Temporary National Economic Committee and by: Ferdi
nand Lundberg in' his book "America's 60 Families" at the 
end of the Thirties. I f it were brought up to date, it would 
show far more concentration now than then. 

This then, is all there is to the legend about "a nation 
of capitalists." Like- all fairy tales, it is intended to bemuse 
the mind, but, also like all fairy tales, it fails to convince 
those who live in the real world. To ,the tireless Marx
killers, we award an A for effort, but, so far as results arc 
concerned, they have failed once again. 

The Rise of Neo-Fascism in Italy 
By LIVIO MAITAN (Rome) 

Our two-monthly pUblication schedule is responsible, for 
a certain delay in the appearance of this study by Livio Mai
tan, foremost Itali~n 'I\rotskyist. Ho~ever, the reader will 
quickly see that the analysis of last May's municipal ele~tions 
is only the springboard for a searching examination of par
ties, class forces ,and particularly of the res,urgen~e of neo
fascism in Italy. - Ed. 

I 
The following. facts emerged from a scrutillY of the 

municipal electoral returns in Haly one year ago: '(a) The 
Christian Democratic Party, which is headed by Alcide de 
Gasperi, prime minister since 1945, recorded serious losses; 
(b) the workers' parties (Communist Party and Pietro Nen
ni's Socialist Party, PSI) ~aintained and in some cases 
strengthened .their positions; the right wing parties (the 
National Monarchist Party, PNM, and especially the fa
scists of the Italian Social Movement, MSl),rolled up 
considerable gains. 

The Extre:me Right Gains 
This year's electoral round reaffirmed the sam~ phe

. nomena in an even more pronounced way. To a large de-

gree the Catholic party (used interchangeably with Chris
tIan Democrats) continues to lose grourid; the workers' 
parties strengthened their positions still f.urther; the right 
(coalition of manarchists and neD-fascists) won a striking 
victory both in the' realm of votes (e.g. in Naples the mon
archist vote rose from 77,000 in 1948 to 147,000 in 1952. 
In Rome the f~scist vote rose from 49,000 in 1945 to 142,000 
in 1952) and in the realm of control of city government~ 
(Naples, Bari and all the cities in Campania province are 
now controlled by the' right parties). 

Even a casual analysis of the election results . leads 'to 
the following conclusions: 

a. The gains of the workers' parties were made partly 
at the ,expense of the. PSDI ,(right wing Social Democnltic 
Party of Italy headed by Saragat and. Romita) and of the 
PRJ (RepUblican Party of Italy headed by Minister of De
fense Pacciardi) who were allied to the C.atholic party 
and to the libeJals, and in part 'at the expense of the gov
,ernment party. 

b. The 'votes lost by the Catholics, some two-:-thirds of 
them, went to the right, namely in. certain cases to the lib
erals b~t. especially to th~ monarchists and the, neo-fascists 
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who, In some cities,also gained at the expense of the lib
erals. 

However a correct evaluation of the election should 
take into account the fact that the elections occurred in 
the central (lnd southern part of the peninsula which have 
their own particular social and political formation. In the 
South - especially in certain areas - the right has always 
held very strong positions while the Catholic party was 
far from enjoying the political monopoly for its class as 
was' the case in the North. I t should also not be. forgotten 
that the present wave of neo-fascism was preceded five or 
six years ago by what' was called the Common Man move
ment which, while not being fascist, nevertheless attract
ed those who had good reason to yearn for Mussolini's dic
tatorship. On the other hand, an advance of the workers' 
parties was possi'ble, even in eonsiderable proportions, be
cause they had not attained in the past nor even today 
their maximum electoral possibilities. 

It is not our intention to deny the significance ot the 
lecent electoral campaign as a sharp~ning and polarization 
of cIa'ss forces. But it would be erroneous to consider that 
the relationship of forces ,existing, in the Center and the 
South are dupiicated, in the industrial ~reas of the North. 
As was demonstrated there in the 1951 elections, the right 
has not yet attained as high levels in the North as in the 
Center or the South. 

II 
Let us now review the contending forces and their pol

icy in the electoral campaign. 

The Neo.Fascisl Party 
The extreme aggressiveness of the right constitutes the 

new factor in these elections. 'The MSI champions as open
ly as is possible - without ,running afoul the law against 
justifying fascism - the fascism of 1922..; 1943 as well as 
the puppet regime of 'the so-called Italian Social Republic 
proclaimed in the North during the Nazi occupation. De
spite its purely verbal declarations of loyalty to democratic 
principles, it is unquestionable that under the MSI ban
ner are gathered those who long for the two Mussolini 
decades; those who see in the rebirth of fascism the only 
hope' for a· revival of the so-called "national and tradi
tional forces"; the youth who do not know fascism from 
their own experience and, who 'have fallen into the trap 
of those who exalt Mussolini's Italy as the Italy of "gran
deur," '''heroism'' and of "the Roman virtues." Conse
quently, the social composition of theMSI and its electoral 
following eQuId only be clearly, preponderahtly petty 
bourgeois. 

And the reason for its success is lodged in the discon
tent of broad petty bourgeois groupings with the govern
ment which is joined to the irrational anti-communist 
hatred which is proper to the petty bourgeoisie under cer
tain conditions and leads to the formation of profascist 
currents. Up to now, with few exceptions, it can be. said 
that ,the MSI has no roots among the proletariat (its trade 
union influence remains insignificant). But one has only 
to attend a neo-fascist meeting to understand' that' they 

already have a base (at least in certain cities) in lumpen
proletarian circles. 

Through a vigorous electoral campaign, sparked by 
ample material resources, whose aim was much more that 
of political agitation and propaganda than competion for 
·votes for control of city halls, the neo-fascists succeeded 
in organizing well-attended meetings in the big cities. Par
ticipating in these meetings were people ih a fighting)nood, 
a not negligibh, part of whom were ready to engage in 
physical combat with the police or members of the work
ers' 'parties. 

The orators held forth on the glory of the fatherland, 
or the merciless struggle against the communists as trai
tors to the country, to religion, civilization, etc. They bit
terly denounced the Catholic 'government accusing it of 
having been and of remaining in fact the ally of com
munism and of Stalin against "the national forces." At
taining the most uncanny likeness to th~ empty. and blus
tering Mussolini-style' rhetoric, and sometimes going so far 
as open. threats not only against the workers' p.artiesbut 
also against the bourgeois parties and politicians, these 
speeches created waves of enth.usiasm in the crowds par
ticularly when the demagogues reiterated certain arguments 
or metaphors. 

The Monarchist Riffraff 
The National Monarchist Party is not the sa~e 'in 

character as its ally although in some places it was spawned 
in the same strata. As against the plebian character of the 
MSI, I the PN M is aristocratic and conservative in char
acter. It is true that in certain cities (notably, Naples) the 
PN M, is followed by ordinary people who certainty do not 
stem from the reactionary aristocracy. 'We are' speaking 
here of the "popolini," namely the non-proletarian group
ings among the people who li"e by their wits, ,from para
sitic occupations, charity apd rackets, as for example,' the 
{(bassi" of Naples where the vigorous breath of industrial 
civilization has not yet penetrated. 

The.lumpens of the MSI have been won over by plebian 
demagogy, by rhetoric about the fatherland, honor and 
the glorious past of the Eternal City. T~e It popolini" who 
follow the monarchists and who are stirred at .the memory 
of the king's little children or the misfortunes of the queen 
who is described as n'early blind, respond to paternalisti\: 
appeals in which, since the time of the Lazzaroni, they have 
placed their only hope of securing the means of liveCihood. 

The MSI masses are impelled by myths; the monarch
ist masses are tied to the ';fortunes of the royalty through 
the intermediary of the wealthy (such as the shipowner 
Lauro· of Naples) who buy votes and appl",use and who 
distribute one shoe before the election and the other after 
it, on condition of victory. 

The PN M campaign places this party to the right of 
the government which is reproached for passivity toward 
the communists and its so-called repressive attitude. to the 
"Iiatiomil forces" of the MSI. It goes without saying that 
the idea thctt was kept before the masses in these meetings 
was that of a possible return 0,£ the monarch from his Por-
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tuguese exile on the heels of a resounding victory either 
now or after the next general elections. 

The most inoccuous campaign was that carried on 'by 
the minor parties of th~ democratic center. That applies 
especially to the republicans and the social democrats who 
revived their ruminations on the polarization of forces, on 
the dangers of a civil war which only a victory of people -
Eke themselves - iwho are both progressive and faithful 
to liberty and to the defense of the country, could avert. 
However two considerations concerning these two parties 
should not be lost sight of. 

First, the alliance with the Catholic party even on the 
scale 'Of municipal elections was not achieved without dif
ficulties: the protests of the Roman Republi~an Federa
tion have their counterpart in the presentation of inde-

! pendent '(but unsuccessful) social democratic candidates 
in certain localities. Secondly, especially in the second half 
of the electoral campaign, the attitude of petty-bougeois 
circles influenced by these parties was characterized by a 
vigorous reaction to the boldness of the fascists - a symp
toIrl which should not, be underestimated as limited to the 
following of the republicans and the social democrats. 

De Gasperi and the Catholics 
The campaign of the government party presented ,

and for good cause ~the most complex and contradictory 
aspects. At the outset, the' almost exclusive preoccupation 
of the Catholics was to prevent a success of the workers' 
parties: notably' they wanted "to spare at any price the 
City of the Holy Father the shame of a Bolshevik mayor." 
Toward this end, the right wing Catholic circles especially, 
controlled by Catholic Action in which Luigi Gedda plays 
the principal role, began a p<;lthetic campaign. Gedda pro
posed for this purpose the unification of all non-communist 
forces and threatened to ban members of! Catholic Action 
from appearing as candidates of the Christian Democrats 
if they did not conClude an alliance or a fusion with the 
monarchis.t and neo-fascist right. 

The. resistance of the de Gasperi wing of the ~~ristian 
Democratic party created serious difficulties' until the 
emergence almost at the last moment of Don Sturzo's pro
posal. Don Sturzo, an old priest, founder of the Peoples' 
Party (Catholic) after the first world war, exiled by 
fascism, very influential even today in the Christian Dem
ocratic Party, proposed the formation of a single lis.t com
posed of r'epresentative personalities of the different polit
ical tendencies but more by virtue of their competence and 
their qualities than in their capacity as representatives of 
the parties. Officially adopted by the Catholic leadership, 
the proposal' remained inoperative due to the opposition, 
of the social democrats and the republicans, to the preten
sions of the right, and due to the continued resistance of 
sectors of the Christian Democrats. 

The development of the electoral campaign effected 
changes in·the propaganda line of the Catholic party. From 
exclusive anti-communism, they graduaily shifted to a 
~harpening of propaganda against the right. (This does not 
apply to the propaganda of what was called "the Civic 
Committees," an electoral organization managed by Ged-

da). This is to be explained either as a reaction to the 
demagogic attacks from the right - especially the neo
fascists-or as a victory of the "centrist" wing of the Chris
tian Democrats or as the consequence of the following con
sideration: as the votes of the left were larg~ly crystallized, 
it was necessary to hammer at the right in order to avoid 
a larger defection in that direction. 

The speech with which de Gasp~i concluded his cam
paign at Rome provided striking eyidence of what the 
anti-fascist motives of Christian Democrat electoral pro
paganda were at the close of the campaign. Said de Gas
peri: "These people (the neo-fascists) will not come to 
power; we will not consent to it." 

The Stalinist-Made "Peoples' Bloc" 
The battle of the workers' parties (PCI and Nenni's 

SP) was organized in varied forms but on the basis of a 
single general policy. This policy can be sl.Jmmarized in 
a few words as follows: the need to wrest influence over 
petty bour&eois strata and even over broad strata ot. 'the 
bourgeoisie itself away fr()m the governmental party and .. 
into the fold of the opposition. That is what they call the 
policy of alliances, which, according to the Stalinists of 
the peninsula, is the touchstone of the political chairvoy
ance of Togliatti and his colleagues (and they add, sorpe
what discretely, of his superiority over their counterparts 
in France). 

I n the electoral field, this policy is conveyed, as \ve 
have said; in varied forms. In certain localities - notably 
in smail cities and villages - there was a "peoples' bloc," 
or a unified socialist-communist list with soine places left 
0pen for independent candidates (these blocs were often 
grotesquely camouflaged under the most extravagant de
nominations - even under the name of the Holy Father!). 

Secondly, there were independent socialist and com
munist lists or the unified list of the peoples' bloc allied to 
lists composed of so-called independent democratic per
sonalities. These for the most part consisted of political 
relics who were washed up with their own class ,and w~re 
taking their last political fling ~l'S Stalinist fellow travel
jers. The head of the list at Naples was Arturo Labriola, 
onetime revolutionary syndicalist, later an odious rene
gade from the workers' movement. The Number One man 
in Palermo was an old reprobate, compromised with fas
'cism, who, after having unsuccessfully offered his colla-
boration to the liberals and ,the neo-fascists, joined the 
Stalinists and presented a parallel list under the label of 
"Frederick II of Swabia"! (In general, these lists made ~ 
mediocre showing ~lthough the Stalinists often called upon 
their following to cast their votes for them.) 

The third form of struggle adopted by the socialist
Stalinists, to the supreme delight of 'the bureaucrats, was 
concretized in Rome where the old reactionqry, Francisco 
Nitti, and others ,of his stripe (liberals, monarchists, for
mer deputies of Common Man) presented a list entitled 
"Capitol" in which 40 'independents were interspersed with 
20 Nennists and 20 Stalinists. Although the real relation
ship of forces obviously favored the Stalinists, they had 
to agree to serious restrictions on their propaganda. 
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The second phase of Catholic propaganda directed 
agajnst the neo~fascists found its counterpart in Nenni's 
c~mpaign. Although . veiled, it consisted of real offers of 
the $P leader to de Gasperi in about the following lan
guage: "You will,not be able to continue to govern all 
alone. If you want to avoid capitulation to the right, c01-
l,aborate with us. The SP in particular can constitute a 
democratic rampart against the onslaught of fascism. ',' 
We _ will return to this question later. 

The gains made by the workers' parties does not jus
tify the conclusion that their policy was, on the whole, 
correct. It must not be' forgotten that the overwhelming 
majority of left votes are proletarians who vote for their 
parties at the present juncture rega'rdless of their policy. 
But so far as the, petty bourgeois masses are concerned, it 
cannot be said that the workers', parties profited greatly 
from the Catholic crisis.1,t is true some 2Q,000-30,000 for
mer Christian Democratic electors voted for the Nitti list, 
but on the other- side some 150,000 went to the right. " 

, The specific orientation of the 'petty bourgeoisie is ex
tremely important in determining a policy toward them. 
It was evident, especially in Rome, that there was a petty 
bourgeois shift away from the Catholic party but it was 
a shift espedally to the MSI. These are people who ,are 
agairist the government and have va,gue feelings of. hos
tility to the regime. If they follow the MSI, that means 
that they are no longer moved by Christian-liberal aims. 
I t is therefore futjle to hope to win them by presenting 
the workers' parties as radical-democratic parties who pro
pose to make Rome "a democratic and modern city." On 
the contrary, the petty bourgeois layers, turning away 
from the Catholics, can only' be attracted on the basis of 
class agitation and principled revolutionary propaganda 
and can thus keep them from taking the road to profascism. 

III 
The results of the elections at the end of May emphasize 

and accentuate -the crisis of bouJfgeois leadership in Italy. 
The disintegration of the government party and of its 
allies in "the democratic center"- is becoming more mani
fest and more decisive: ,all the more since the specific 
weight of Catholic or liberal votes is not comparable to 
that of the communists or neo-fascists which, are qU'lpta
tively superior as militant votes. 

Italian Capitalism's Dile,mma 
Two fundamental problems are now posed to ~he Ital

ian bourgeojsie: 1. To discover a political formula, ,which 
assures a greater political stability to the regime by rally-' 
ing dynamic forces around ,it; 2. On the electoral plane, 
with the 1953 general elections in view, to set up an, ef
fective electoral front which can win ,a sufficiently large 
majority. 

Up to now, ,the res.ponsible bourgeois groupillgs have 
not decided the question and in actuality remain in an 
impasse. In effect, if the Christian Democratic disintegra~ 
tioh is undeniable and if it is doubtful that, the center can 
assure a new. victory in 1953 by keeping the 'same!p1at~ 
form as in 1948, a ser.ious alternative leadership has not 

yet stepped to the front. For the moment, the MSI and 
the PN M do not provide sufficient guarantees, and the 
most representative organs of tqe industrialists have not 
withheld their attacks against them, .especially theneo
fascists. 

This attitude results, from several factors. Above all, 
so far as the monarchists are concerned, they have not the 
slightest base in the North and there is no possibility that 
they can gain one in the near future. Besides, the mon
archists, by posing the question of the return of the king, 

',may very well create a constitutional complication which 
the responsible bourgeois correctly deems to be untimely. 

N eo-Fascists Still Unacceptable 
So far as the MSI is concerned - and this is really 

the heart of the problem - a first difficulty consists in its 
too openly fascist character which justifies the fear that 
an MSI push may call up a violent reaction from the 
proletarian masses and even an unfavorable r~sponse from 
certain petty bourgeois layers, (l)is fear is legitimate. 
There are people in Rome who voted for the left candi
dates in reaction to the clamorous demonstrations of the 
MSI). 

Another factor, which in the 1ast analysis threatens 
to beGome decisive, is the attitude of the American rulers. 
Up to now the State Department has remained hostile to 
the MSI for about the same reason it has been hostile to 
the de Gaullist RPF in France and for other reasons which 
can be easily understood. As long as this attitude remains, 
the chances of the MSI becoming the new leadership of 
the I ~alian bourgeoisie will be greatly handicapped. 

I f to all this is added the fact that in the present situa
tion of world capitalism, which survives thanks to the 
support and under the control of Yankee imperialism, a 
nationalist ideology such as is propagated by the M'SI 
does not correspond with the reality. Its difficulties in 
making headway among the broadest layers, who were 
its natural milieu in the p~st, is also increased. This con
sequeritly serves to explain the hesitation of the Italian 
bourgeoisie, which has not yet decided to turn its back 
on de Gasperi, and for a second' time confide its fate to 
to plebian reactionaries of fascism. 

IV 
That Italy is moving toward a sharpening of social and 

political conflicts and toward 'a polarization of the con
tending forces could have been deduced from an analysis 
of the s,ituation in the country considered within the 
larger framewprk of the world situation. This has now 
been confirmed beyond, the shadow ofa doubt by the re
sults of the recent elections. There tis no need to elaborate 
the question. 

What,' however, is of greater interest to us, is the spe
cific forins this process may take and how the bourgeoisie 
will eventually resolve its crisis of P9litical leadership 
in more than a passing manner. 

The Catholic party confronts 'contradictory needs, Con
cerning its more general action ~ Le., an action which 
seeks to create a new situation and new relationship of 
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forces - it has not much latitude before the 1953 elec
tions. In th is sphere, the cards are dealt: and the govern
ment cannot reasonably hope to achieve what it has failed 
to achieve in the last four years. But if real possibilities 
did exist, the Christian Democrats would have to· become 
involved in a contradictory situation. On the one hand 
they would have' to take "left" measures or pseudo-meas
ures (agrarian reform, social policy, etc.) in order to limit 
the influei,ce of the workers' parties. On the other hand, 
they would have to sharpen the anti-communist repression 
so as to satisfy one of the most vociferous demands of the 
right (which they are going to do in any case). 

The Cat hoI ic party has to assure itself of allies in the 
electoral field \vho can broaden the base of a future gov
ernment. To continue the policy of the "democratic cen
ter" - opposed both to the workers' parties and to the 
neo-fascists - the Christian Democrats have the possibil
ity of broadening the front by the addition of monarchist~ 
or Nennists. But the inclusion of the monarchists (which 
would automatically exclude the PSI) would create ser
ious difficulties. The monarchists would put a high price 
on their participation, and an agreement with them would 
compromise the alIiance with the social democrats and the 
republicans. These leade'rships could only accept a union 
with the monarchists at the cost ofa loss of influence in 
radical petty bourgeois circles. 

The possibility of a de Gasperi-Nenn'i alliance is, in 
our opinion, improbable. In effect, the response of the 
Catholics' to Nenni was formulated in the terms of an 
ultimatum, demanding precisely, what Nenni cannot con
cede to openly, at least at the outset. The opinions ex
pressed at the last central committee meeting of the PSI 
reflect a certain stiffening of the· Nennists, and Nenni 
himself has 'retreated to a certain degree. 

An AIl,iance 'with the Right 
Outside of a continuation of centrist policy, the Cath

olics have the alternative of an alliance with the right. 
This eventuality cannot be completely excluded 'for to
morrow or the day after and certainly, for very good rea
son, not for the more distant future. But for the moment, 
this eventuality does not appear very probable., An al
liance with the fascists would inevitably entail the rupture 
of the alliance with the social democrats and the repub
licans. And there are even sectors of the Christian Dem
ocratic Party (which do not fall within the strict scope 
of Catholic electors) which would not go along in such a 
policy. 

An alliance with the MSI would prove very costly to 
the Christian' Democrats: It would entail the sacrifice of 
de Gasperi and his colleagues and would cause a deep
going split in the party. That is why we do not believe 
we are on the eve of such an operation which could only 
be carried through after the next, general election and in 
the event of a Catholic defeat and a cJecisive advance for 
the MSI. 

\Ve do not deem probable in the immeciiate period that 
the bourgeoisie will opt for an early fascist solution. Nat
urally the lessons of the past should not be forgotten nor 

the nco-fascist danger underestimated. I n this connection. 
we will not share responsibility with the Stalinists who 
minimize the success of the MSI, or even worse, some
times try to present it in a favora.ble light as an element 
of disintegration in the Catholic majority. On the contrary, 
we believe that anti-MSI agitation is incumbent on the 
workers' parties and the trade unions. 

How Dangerous Is Fascism? 
But it is also wrong to believe in the possibility of a 

mechanical repetition of events. I n the last analysis, the 
experience of thirty years ago \vill not be without its ef
fects on the attitude of t he masses and of the \vorkers' 
movement in ciecisiye turning points. It should be added 

,that the MSI, - which is the only consistent fascist or
ganization - is not without its weaknesses. Its cadres are 
poor in 'type and up to now it does not have a leader of 
the scope of a Mussolini or a Hitler - and everyone knows 
the essential role which the anointed leader plays in move
ments of this kind in releasing the enthusiasm of fanatics. 

The ~lSI still lacks a clear perspective and a precisely 
draw'n policy. That aiso flows from the fact of its division 
into ferociously antagonistic tendencies which constitutes 
another factor of weakness. By and large, these consist of 
the traditional tendencies, conservative and plebian. Up 
to now,' the problems dividing the party have been the 
questions of the alliance with the monarchists and th~ 
support of the Atiantic Pact, which is fought by the left 
wing in flA1 eridiano. 

Ho\vever, if the industrialists arc not at present im
pelling the MSI toward power,' they are nevertheless in 
one form or another giving it assistance and assigning to 
it an important function: the organization of anti-working 
class shock troops which have already been set into motion 
by the MSI in certain instances. (During the electoral 
campaign there wete violent clashes in Trieste provoked 
by the nco-fascist ({squadracci" creating a disturbance in 
a working class neighborhood.) 

':inaJly, it should be understood that the process of 
a move in the direction of fascism on the part of t.he Ital· 
ian bourgeoisie could unfold more rapidly if in the months 
to come there were to be a mass shift of the petty bourgeoi
sie in the direction of nco-fascism. In face of such an even
tuality, and if in addition the MSI emphasized its support 
of the Atlantic Pact, the responsible .bourgeoisie could 
change their tactic and abandon "'democratic reformism." 
(During the course of the election camaign, the official 
speakers of the MS I declared themselves for the Atlantic 
Pact while attacking de Gasperi and the Americans. Their 
attitude was' con firmed on the occasion of Ridgway's vis
it. ) 

Obviously the attitude of the worker's parties will 
play an essential role: A policy based on the unity of the 
proletarian front, on counteracting the influence of the 
neo-fascists among the petty bourgeois masses, of vigorous
ly answering the attacks of anti-working class shock troops, 
of clearly demonstrating to the bourgeoisie that a pro
fascist policy on their part would produce a very vehement 
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reaction from the proletariat - all that wouid hinder or 
at' least considerably slow down the course toward the 
fa~cist state and could even lead to a complete disorienta
tion of the strategy of the ruling class. 

I f the bourgeoisie is now 'still hesitating in choosing 
its road, that is undoubtedly because it is keeping such .3. 

possibility in mind. I 

Rom-e, June 23, 1952 

The Politics of French Stalinism 
By PIERRE- FRANK (Paris) 

The situation in France, has been marked by a whole 
series of events at the end of M~y and the beginning of 
June 1952 which were widely ,commented Ola in the ,world 
press but most often in a specious manner. The real tela
tionshipof forces, the perspectives in view were generally 
distorted. So too with the shifts of policy of the Com
munist Party of France. The object of the following re
marks is to clarify several essential points: 

France, Nerve Center o:(Western Europe 
It is a commonplace that France is the most sensitive 

spot of the Atlantic coalition in western Europe,. Not only 
is 'the majority of the working class under the leadership 
of the Stalinists (who have obtained '5 mi1lion votes in all 
elections since 1945 - and the CGT, Stalinist-controlled 
trade union federation, obtains some 60 to 70% of the votes 
in the elections of delegates in the industrIes). But a de
featist and anti-American feeling is harbCired by the bour
geoisie and JJetty-bourgeois~e and finds daily expression 
in the newspaper, Le Monde, French capitalism -- which 
takes a dim view of the rearmament of Germany - is dom
inated by American pressure and can do nothing but pas
sively wait the advent of the war. It must attempt to dis
organize the working class to the utmost and to weaken 
tpe hold of the CPF upon it. Hence the'imperative need 
for French capitalism to,engage in a series of attacks and 
provocations against the workers and against the CPF, 
short of civ~l war before the outbreak of the war itself. An
toine Pinay, the most reactionary premiet since 1945, has 
atempted to push things furthest in this direction even to 
the point of running some risks. I t should be noted that 
even some de Gaullists considered the arrest of Duclos an 
adventure. 

However that may be, the government had prepared 
a conspiracy 'against the CPF on the eve of Ridgway's ar
rival in France and sought a pretext to carry it out. 

To get an idea of the importance of France for im
perialist strategy, it shouJd not be forgotten that there are 
around a million workers voting communist in the Paris 

.area where the headquarters of OTAN and its military 
arm, SHAPE qre located. 

Stalin.st Policy 
The fact that Frm1ce is one of the weakest links of the 

imperialist cnail) .must' inevitably tempt the Kr~mlin to 
utilii~ the'workers' movement and the strength of the CPP 

to try to break up the Atlantic coalition. The "radicaliza
tion" * of the c;PF must be considered within this frame
work. 

This "radicalization" began to lake a particularly pal
pable form at the beginning of this year. The CPF coun· 
tered the prohibition of the traditional annual demonstra
tion on February 12 by an' appeal for a general strike. The 
results of the action Were inconclusive. Workers' prepara
tion was not especially intense except at Renault (France's 
largest auto plants located in the Paris suburbs). The 
movement was spotty throughout the country. There was a 
clash at Renault between the workers and the police who, 
however, did not seek to push the fight too fat. 

The 12th of February action waS to setve the purpose 
of an initial radicalization of the CPF membership as was 
very clearly indicated in the deliberations of the CPF- Cen
tral Committee which took place around the middle of 
the month. 

The radical iloteemerging from this session was fur~er 
confirmed and.sharpened by editorial articles in the Cahiets 
du Communisme, CP theoretical organ (March and May 
1952) written by Etienne Fajort and' Francois BillollX, 
members of the Political Buteau; Billoux had. just re
turned Hom the USSR. 

\Vhat was :the nature of this "radicalization"? 
It was pointed out that the political situation in Prance 

waS marked on the government level by a series ot more 
and mote reactionary premiers since 1945, that Ciiscontent 
was general and, consequently that the situation was op
portune to reverse. the direction of events by means of 
widespr~d mass action regardless of the' composition of 
the existing parliament. It was also pointed out that the 
principal enemy to be overcome for this purpose was the 
French bourgeoisie which was the main enemy although 
acting under American pressure; that the bourgeoisie as a 
class was bet'rayirig the interests of the' nation, and that 
even if some individual bourgeois' were in favor of east
west trade, it was for individmil motives-arid should' not 
therefoTe lead to an attenuation of the struggle against 
them. The need for concrete actions of struggle against 
the war was emphaSized (refusal to transport and handle 
arms). An impeccab~e position was taken against the French 
Union (the Fren'ch Empire ~ Ed) and for the' support of 

*"Radicalization is' the nearest we can come in conveying 
the meaning ,of the Frepch lauehissentent which literally 
m:eans to ,become more left. 
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the colonial movements. They glossed over the policy of 
collecting peace petitions (Stockholm) and explained th~t 
the' struggle for peace was part of the struggle for social
ism. They ~xpfained that the reversal of political orienta
tion in France should lead to socialism. T~ que~tion of 
perspectives was emphasized 'as ,a 'means of insuring the 
cohesion of the party in action. 

In effect, in extreme confusion an-d un.der the' banner 
of national independence, the CI?F ranks were raised, to a 
higher political level and to greater combativity. On the 
other hand, the CPF leadership continued its policy .of 
united front "from, below," seeking to set the 'socialist 
workers against their leadership solely by denunciation. 
They retained their slogan of a government of democratic 
unity, sometimes using the expression of a peace govern
ment or a government of honest men, the dominant note 
being ambiguity. There was not the slightest hint of a, 
united front of the Communist Party and the Socialist 
Party nor of a struggle for a united front socialist-com-
munist government. . ' 

What was most interesting on the organizational plane 
was that while the CPF leadership formally recognized the 
right of Stalinis.t-front organizations (like the Peace Move
ment) to follow a different policy; in effect it -renounced 
the previous orientation of adapting the party to these 
organizations and tended - bureaucratically, to be sure -
to delineate the CPr in action and as an organization. 

As a mass organization, th~ turn of the "CPF and its 
leadership are not assimilated solely by the reading of 
resolutions of its Central cCommittee or of articles by 
members of the Pdlitical Buteau. Like any mass organiza
tion, the CPF is educated principally in action', and l evert 
if the leadership of the CPF was not bureaucratic in char
acte!", it would have been obliged to envisage the means. 
of making its new policy understood through action. For 
so bureaucratic a leadership, there .was no hesitation in 

, \ 

precipitately involving the revolutionary vanguard in' an 
a'ction of which most of the participants were uninformed 
until the moment they were thrust into it. As has been 
pointed out above, the February 12th strike w~s broadly 
utilized by the CPF'leadership to begin to radicalize the 
ranks of the party. (For example, the first clash with the 
police at Renault, the raising of barricades, etc.). 

The Events of May 28th 
The arrival of Ridgway, fresh from Korea, thus oc

curred In a situation where the government on its side was 
prepar~ng a provocation and a conspiracy and a Stalinist 
leadership on the other side was seeking to raise the level 
of the struggles .. 

The government proscribed the demonstration called 
on the place de la Republique, but the caU for ~the demon
stration remained. Tension mounted a~ the day approached. 
The government arrested Andre Stil, editor-in-chief of 
L' Humanite ,(leading Stalinist newspaper). Local demon
strations were organized by communi~t branches. Then, as 
a COrisequence of the deportation. of Messali Hadj (Al
gerian nationalist teaded from Algeria, North African 

workers demonstrated on May 23 on French territory; the 
police opened fire, killing four Algerian workers. On the 
morning of 'May 28~, the police seized L'Humanite. 

In the late afternoon, when the fa\torles let out, only a. 
vanguard was answering the call of the CPF. To outman
euver the police who had concentrated their forces at place 
de la Republique and in a fairly large neighboring area, 
the demonstrators, gathered at a dozen different points. 
The number of demonstrators, which is difficult to estab
lish, may however be estimated at from ten to fifteen thou
sand, but more impOrtant was the extre,mely combative 
character of the demonstration. I n most cases the demon
~trators took the offensive, attacked the police corteges, 
breaking them up, vigorously assaiI,ing the police and even 
a police station and ,police wagons in which demonstrators 
were being taken off. A large number of police were wound
ed. There was one deaq and many wounded among the 
demonstra tors. 

Although only a vanguard had taken part in the dem
onstration, it had transp~red generally amidst the sym-
pathy of the working masses. . 

This demonstration; and the extremely violent character 
of the clashes, cannot be considered as accidental, but as 
the prelude, the general rehearsal {or the period in which 
civil war i~ ripening in France; it marks an important 
stage in the development of the class struggle to extremely 
high levels .. It,' deserves a detailed study, because some of 
its features will appear in a more developed form in the 
struggles for power in the future. 

Tactically, the communist militants had surprised .the 
police and the demonstration had as' its first result the' 
raising of their combativity, their revolutio.~ary potential, 
a series of questions becoming clearer to them (struggle 
against the state, arming of the workers ... ). But'politi
cally matters were to take another turn, for on the same 
evening the government put into operation its conspiracy 
by arresting Jacques Duclos, general secretary of' the CPF 
since the departure of Thorez: 

The Govern.ment Conspiracy and the 
Workers Reaction . 

The day alter the demonstration ,the government -pro
ceeded with the execution' of its plans. L'Humanite waS 
again seized. Some days later the police raided the head
quarters of the Central, Committee and a nutnber of local 
CPF offices. 

On May 29, communist' workers attempted to arouse 
the workers to action in a number of factories. Despite gen
'era I sympathy" they encounteretl consid~rable difficulties 
even iri factories where their influence is very strong. The 
National Committee of the CGT met quickly to issue an 
appeal to action for the defehse of democratic rights and 
for action on economic demands which were "to begin on 
June 4th." .This action was' to take broader forms as 
it proceeded. The CGT.'s appeal was extremely skillful and 
cautious. But the railroad workers federation called for an 
uniimited general strike. 

On June 4th a strike was declared at Renault as well as 
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in several Parisian metal factories, but generally speaking. 
despite all the sympathy the masses showed for the CPF 
and despite their hostility to the government repressions, 
the failure of the movement was almost complete, partic
ularly among the railroad workers where there were ,not 
even partial movements as there had been on February 
12th. On June, 5, the movement also came to an end at 
Renault. At no times sInce 194.5 had the ranks of the CPF 
found themselves so isolated in action from the working 
class. 

The CPF and the Working Class 
During recent years the members of the CPF had ex

perienced the high and the low of their capacity to mobil
ize the' workers, but never had they suffered as heavy a 
defeat, and this in face of the worst government provoca
tion: the arrest of the principal leader of the party in viola
tion of his parliamentary immunity. It was also evident 
tha..t their leadership had been taken by surprise by this 
government aggression and by tl}e absence of working class 
response to their appeals for action against the repression. 
Almost a week passed before they organized a mass meet
ing against the repression, which was attended by 30,000 
people. 

This situation (these relationships between the \vorking 
class and the CPI~) could not be explained to the satisfac
tion of the militants by the customary reasons used in de
feats: inadequate preparation, faulty application of the 
policy of the party .. , A political e~planation was nec
essary and the principal purpose of the Central Committee 
meeting of the CPF in the month of June was to give such 
a political explanation to the members of the party in or
der as much As possible to divert the members from seek
ing such an explanation on their o\vn. But before examin
ing the results of this meeting, let us recapitulate what are 
t he relations between the CPF and the masses and how 
they were manifested on May 28 as well as in the following 
days. 

The failure of theCPF to mobilize the masses. its isola
tion in action, does not in any way signify that the broad 
masses are separating themselves 'from it or that the fight
ing potential of the French working class has been serious
fy impaired. At the \Iery moment when these events were 
occurring elections for delegates were being held l in many 
industries (Renault, railroad .. ,). The losses of the G;GT 
\vere at a minimum. from five to ten percent. while sixty 
to seventy percent of the workers continued to vote CGT. 
These votes were cast amidst extraordinary heavy em
ployer pressure. Dismissals I;ad mounted. Thus, at the Re
nault plant, where a few days after June t 63 percent of 
the workers had voted for the CGT, more than 400 mili
tanls had been dismissed since February 12. Under, such 
conditions losses remained slight. 

The Force Ouvriere trade unions (a trade union federJ.
tion led by Social Democrats) did not progress either 
numefically or in influence, lhe Christian unions, who are 
to the left of Force Ouvriere, made very slight gains. The 
CPF maintained its positions in various municipal and 
legislative elections. 

Gener'ally speaking the working masses of Fr:ance who. 
between 1936 and 1945. have in their majority gone over 
from the Socialist to Stalinist leadership, remained deeply 
tied to the Stalinists. There is not even the. slightest move:
ment back to the reformists despite the many defeats the 
working c1as~ has suff~red sin~e 1947. And the c\'cnts of 
May-June 1952 have in no way modified the fundamental 
relations between the ePFand the working class. 

This does not mean that the masses are blindl)' and un
critically following the CPF or that they are ready to reply 
to any appeal on its part. That had already been evident 
in the past but now it is nece~sary to understand why the,v 
did not react at the very moment ""hen repression was at 
its height. 

Beginning with 1947, the CPF has been thrust into op
position to the government; at times it had been sharply 
in conflict with the state, especially during the miners 
strike of 1948. 110wever, from 1947 to the beginning of 
1952, its general activity remai,ned within the framework 
of propagandist op.position and consisted only from time 
to time of general mobilizations at an extremely low level 
(Stockholm petitions, mass meetings ... ). I ts general pol
icy was that these petitions and these rallies would stop 
the warmakers .. , During recent years the masses have 
not heard any propaganda for struggle. 

The stiffening of the CPF and its "radicalization" oc
ctlrred bureaucratically and was not apparent to the masses. 
\Ve have already pointed out that the large part of the 
membership of the CPF only hecame aware of the turn in 
the struggle itself. Because of this fact, the masses - what
ever their sympathies toward those who were fighting the 
bourgeois state and the employers - were not politically 
prepared for action, above an because of the past policy 
of the CPF. But this was also due to its present policy. 

Discontent is general among the working masses. Grie\,
an(es arc numerous. But more or less instinctively, the 
masses feel that they cannot obtairi satisfaction of their 
demands in limited struggles. They feel the.' question to 
be tied to the question of power and that any real change 
for them must result from some real change in the govern
ment. But this sentiment of the masses is ilOt stimulatt!J 
and not transformed into act jon because the,CPF's' position 
on the problem, to say the least, is equivocal.. 

The C~F does not carryon any campa'ign on the 
question of power. The Central Committee adopts resolu
tions which close in a 'ritualistiC way by a call for a "gO\~
ernment of democratic unity," which has no meaning for 
CPF members or for the masses in, general.' Three or fOLlr 
years ago when the formula of a "go\'ernment.of demo
cratic unity" was first issued - about a year after the 
end of the Stalinist coalition with the petty bourgeoi~ 
parties -- the slogan could have given the, 'appearance of 
seeking for a new period of collaboration., Urider pr~sent 
conditions, such an eventuality being exclud,edby the H!ry 
nature of things, th'e slogan loses all. rcal meaning' ~lIlJ 
In fact presents an' obstacle to the only real ,slogan, that 
of a united front government of the workers; a communist
socialist government issuing from the joint struggle of the 
two big working, class parties. " 
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The broad masses do not rally today to the appeals to 
action 'of the CPF. Although isolated in this sense, the mili
tant's of the party remain the leaders of the working -class 
of the country. The masses will inevitably begin to act be
cause of their absolutely intolerable conditions which .will 
be wotsened hy preparations for the Third ,World War and 
~by the War itself. This development can be aided or hin
dered by the CPF's policy but It canhot be eliminated by 

,it. When the masses take their own road to radicalization 
they will inevitably turn to the communist militants for 
leadership. They will choose as leaders those who 'have had 
the courage Ito be in the vanguard of the struggle and they 
will not begin by a careful scrutiny of the policy of their 
party. Any othe~ conception would be an anachronism. -

Fajon's Report and the Central 
Committee Meeting 

\Vhat is the signi'ficance of th~ June' 19-20 Central Com- ' 
mittee meeting? 

The gener'al opinion of the bourgeois press was that 
there was a turn of the CPF dictated by Moscow. Why the 
turn?J It cannot ~e' theoretically excluded that Moscow or
dered a turn, buf for the present serious international ob
jective reasons are lacking to substantiate such a hypothesis. 
The left emphasis, particularly given by Billoux' article, 
undoubtedly originated in directives from Moscow. It is 
tc? he explained objectively by the develqpment of the situa
,fion. For the moment, the factors are lacking which would 
permit the conclusion that Moscow has reversed itself. On 
the contrary, a . .study of the minutes of the Central Com
mittee nreeting give ri~e to a mLlch more plausibfe explana
tion. One c.al1l:1Ot, and, should not explain all the actions of 
a StaIi'nist leadership solely by orders from Moscow. Es
peciallY'when a mass party is involved such a leadership 
cannot but take into account the relationships of the party 
with the masses. Moreover it possesses a margin ,of man
euver within the general line establi~hed by Moscow. 

What is even more striking .in Fajon's report than its 
differences with Billoux' article,' which are not to be dis-

,.c.ounted, is its self-criticism. And when we speak of self
criticism, we can say, regardless of its political content: 
that for the first time this word can be used without quo
tation marks. I,n effect, Fajon says that the Political Bureau 
is responsible for the "insufficiently clear and incomplete" 
article by Billoux. 

.Jeannette Vermeersch (Maurice Thorez'wife) speaks 
of "errors of estimation" in one of her articles. The 'Politi
cal Bureau also declares itself party responsible for errors 
committed in important instances: an article in L' Huma-
11ite, a headline in Liberte, organ of the Communist Federa
tion of the North, are called sectarian. The Railroad Work
ers Federation and the Uniori of TradeUhions of the Seine 
are also criticized. 

All in all, the self-crIticism is certainly stilI very guard
ed', but what is inescapable is that the leadership' does' not' 
shift the blame, as is its custom, onto a scapegoat. '{his 
self-cfiticisni. needs explaining, for the leadership does not 
beat its breast without having serious reasons for so doing. 

It did so for many reasons. First, there ''is the idea, 

widespread in the party; that they were too far ahead of 
the masses. The leader~hip as well as the ranks understood 
that the' first need was to re-establish contact with the 
masses. Moreover, this is unquestionably a real problem 
for any leadership and presupposes a whole series of meas
ures to which we will return later. The greatest danger for 
the leadership would be if the party memberS began to 
seek their own political solutions on the basis of their-polit
ical development of recent months, the line set forth by 
Billoux. and the radicalization ensuing from recent strug
gles. On this basis, there, was the risk that the militants 
would orient themselves outside of the roads mapped, by 
the bureaucracy and would tend politically toward a more 
or less finish~d 'revolutionary conception. Under these con
'ditions, the leadership shouldered part of the responsibili(y 
and olitlined its political answer. 

What are the principal differences between the BilIoll'\: 
article and Fajon's report? 

None of the ideas expressed by Billoux is openly con
demned or contradicted,except on the point of the socialist 
perspectives of the struggle, but the accent is placed .on 
something else. Fajon's report insists on the contradiGtions 

'.existing within theF(ench bourgeoisie. He no longer speaks 
of the need to defeat it as a class, but he also no longer 
says ~hat it is necessary to 'support one faction of the class 
again'st another or something of the, kind. The problem of 

. a' chang~ of orientation,in the policy of France is men
ti6ned in passing instead of being the central theme. There 
is np change on the need of struggling side' by side with 
the colonial peoples. He continues to emphaSIze the need 
of, specific actions against the prepa,rations of war. In or
der to continue' to carryon the "struggle for national' in
dependence and peace," he emphasizes the need of linking 
a campaign for the freeing of Duclos, which w.ould be a 
c'ampaign in defense of democratic rights, to the struggle 
for the immediate demands of the workers and the middle 
classes. But the change occurs on the question of per
spectives. 

The struggle for peace, "which is the decisive q.uestion 
of the present, which overshadows all others," is dissociated 
from the "struggle for socialism whith is our program .for 
the f.uture." How different from the editorial of the s~me 
Fajon in Cahiiws du, Communisme (March 1952) i~ whic1:t. 
explaining the February Central Committee decisions, he 
wrote that world socialism could be considered as a per- . 
speCtive for the near future. It follows from this change 
that "what is essential is the broadest possible unity 'to' 
oafeguard peace of all those opposed to war" which means 
a re-adaptation to the position of the fell.ow travellers. 
Finally, says 'the Fajon report, "it is to the degree that new 
strata of the pogulation take part in the battle for peace 
and national. independence, to the degree that this battle 
rises to a higher level ... that a policy of. peace .' .. will 
triumph . . . under a broad government of democratic 
unity." 

# The change, as we see, while not unimportant in presen
tation or in emphasis, is 'hardly fundamental in nature. 
There is no repudiation, even in the Stalinist way, of the 
line defined in the Billoux article; no different line is pre-
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sented. It is undeniable that the leadership in its own' way 
is seeking to 're-establish' contact of the CPF with the 
masses so as to find a better opening for the application of 
the line defined in Billoux' article. , 

Obviously this is a Stalinist leadership, i.,e., it is pro
foundly empirical and opportunistic. It could not subject 
its' past policy from top to bottom to self-criticism; it is 
constrained to remain within certain limits, i.e., to a num-
ber of current decisions and articles. ' 

What were the factors 'which were at play, in the re
adjustment of the tactics of the CPF? Nothing clear on 
this score is to be found in Fajon's report and therefore 
one can' only make certain presumptions. Did' they take 
into consideration certain signs of wavering iit the Atlantic' 
coalition over the ratification of, the general contract with 
Germany? It is possible, but this would prove that as a 
typical Stalinist leadership it still has illusions in the pos
sibility that' inter-imperialist contradictions can play the 
same role they did in the second world war. It certainly 
can count on the development in France of a broad e~
pression of public opinion against the police regime being 
created by the government, which is already apparent in 
a whole series of verbal protests, resolutions, etc., arising 
from circles outside those controlled, animated, or influ-
enced by the Stalinists: . 

Naturally a revival of contact with the masses requires a 
policy which takes the immediate dem'ands of the masses 
and the defense of democratic rights as its point of depart
ure. The Central Committee decision to carryon a campaion 
for the freeing of Duclos is not erroneous in itself. (This 
arti~le was written prior to the quashing of the charges 
agamst Duclos - Ed.) And, as we have pointed out above, 
the climate is favorable for such, a campaign finding a 
real echo. 

i3ut a campaign for such elementary objectives, must 
first of all be conducted through the medium of agitation 
for the united- front: I n this connection, in the trade union 
sphere, ,the CGT leadership has revived the proposals it 
has made since September 1951 on various occasions' for 
unity of action to the other trade union federations, Never
theless, the proposal is implemented in its usual way merely 
as a formal approach from the top without any sYstemat i .; 

campaign addressed to the ranks popularizing its objectives, 
as though it were metely a futile' gesture. 

On the other hand, the nece"~ar~r ~copel can only be given 
by a struggle on a bro~der scale than the trade union field, 
i.e., by a political struggle" involving all the working peo
ple o'f the country. But here the leadership of the CPF is 
much less at home. At the close of 1951, there were articles 
'by Fajon in L'Humanite beginning a campaign for the 
socialist-communist united front. But this campaign never 
got' beyond. the local scale. And then it was suddenly 
stopped short. Then there was discerniole a resumption of 
the practice. of appealing. to the ranks of the socialists 
against their leaders (particularly in Billoux' article). 

In recent days there have been signs that the question 
of this campaign has been raiseq in the CPF again. In the. 
campaign against the incarceration of Duclos, im

, portance is given to the participation of socialists (notably 

of delegates from socialist organizations). Mention shouid, 
be made of a Proposal of the "Progressive Union" ad
dressed to. both parties and also to capitalist parties for 
a ne'w "Peoples Front." An article by Lecoeur(a member 
of the Political Bureau) in L' Humaniie warns against re
jecting the united front on an organizations level. In a 
general way, what emerges from the conduct of the Stalin-. 
ist leadership 'since the beginning of June is ,an empirical 
search to find a solution' to the problems of establishing 
ties with the masses for action. 

The weakest point is the question of government. Ac
cording to Fajon's report, what is required is a struggle 
which by extending- its scope eventually poses the problem 
of power. But the obverse is true. A systematic campaign 
in its many forms for a united front s9'ialist-communist 
government is necessary because this conception, oJ;)ce ac
cepted by the masses, becof11es a' means of launching 
partial struggles as an opener to broader battles., The with
drawal of perspectives by Fajon in his report that were 
contained in the Billoux article is precisely the important 
retreat that will hinder the communist militants the most 
in their search for a solution to the problem of their' party 
leading the masses. 

Although, in our opinion, Billoux' article was also "in
sufficiently clear and, inadequate," but for different reasons 
than those of the'StaIinistPolitical Bureau (the defeat of 
the bourgeoisie as a class, the changing of the political 
orientation of the country by a struggle which would un
fold the perspective of socialism) t~lis article could have 
had the effect of 'making the communist militants more 
susceptible to questions of united front and of the govern
ment of the united front as concrete means for 4 winning 
the masses for a struggle for such a perspective. In con
clusion,' the obstacle to the progress of CPF militants in 
the Fajon report is ,not its attempt to find slogan's to re
vive contact with the masses, but the elimination of what 
Billoux had presented as a perspective. 

* * * 
A General View of the Situation 

But what is happening in the CPF should also be 
viewed on a more general plane. 

. France is facing growing tension, more frequent shocks 
and cOhvulsions. Precisely' because it is weak, very weak, 
the French bourgeoisie will seek through such devices as 
the Pinay conspjracy to create difficulties in the workers' 
camp. Duclos' arrest has not fundamentally. cha'nged the 
relatio~ship between the classes in France any more than 
the arrests in TUNsia have fundamentally changed the re
lationship of forces between imperialism and the Tunisian 
reople. But these arrests, by provoking premature actions 
of the vanguard, serve the purpose of gaining time for the, 
bourgeoisie and of interfering with the normal progress 

. of the masses. 
The upsurge of the French proletariat under pressure 

of the conditions created by war preparations is proceed
ing slowly. A first start occurred in May-April 1951 but 
since then the bourgeoisie has succeeded in pr~venting 3. 

new outbreak. 

1 
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Because of this situation and of a whole series of events, 
the radicalization of the CPF militants, which fGllows its 
own course of development appreciably different from the 
evolution of the broad masses, induces differentiations in 
the r:anks of the CPF which cannot be normally expressed 
in a political form because of the bureaucratic regime. 
Nevertheless these stirrings 'do find forms of expression. It 
is noteworthy to recall the polemic last year of two Politi
cal Bureau members against a Central Committee member 
who had proposed the reestablishment of the Communist 
Youth. The events of May-June 1952 obliged the Political 
Bureau to. indulge in self-criticism which for the moment 
serves the needs'of the bureaucracy but' in the long run un
derminesbelief in the omniscience of the supreme leader
ship. 

The reactions of the CPF to these events provides us 
wi!h a close-up of the processes at work in mass Communist 
Parties as a result of the aggravation of the world situation. 
It was only after the event that we ~ould grasp the over-

all consequences of what had happened to the Communist 
Parties of China and Yugoslavia. In France, we are now 
living at the onset of this process, which will stilf be a 
very complicated and tortuous one. 

, The radicalization today encompasses the vanguard el
ements and not yet the masses. Other events will shake 
up Stalinist inonolithism even more. But these processes 
will develop. within the ranks of the CPF. The militants 
will rot seek a solution' to their problems on the outside. 
Basing themselves on, this or that phase of the searchings 
and groping of their top leaders, their ,political thought 
will take shape and mature. The development of the situ,a
tion will provide the Trotskyist vanguard, on condition 
it takes the work of the Third World Congress seriously, 
with numerous opportunities to Influence the poltfcal evo
lution of the best cadres 'of the French working class who 
are outstanding Bolshevik elements despite the Stalinist 
hoop that now binds them. 

June 27, 1952. 

The Third Chinese Revolution 
-- A RESOLUTION OF THE FOURTH INTERNA.TIONAL 

Editor's Note.' The following resolution was adopted 
by the 'International Executive Committee of the Fourth 
International in May 1952. It has been tro..nslated prom 
Quatrit:me I nternaHonale and is published herewith for 
tbe infor11lation of our readers. 

I. The Significance of Mao Tse-tung's Victory 
After 40 years of convulsions, the politica'l power 

<;>f the landed proprietors a~nd the compradores, which 
served as the instrument of imperialism, has been destroyed 
in China by the military vktory of the People"~ Army of 
liberation. The esta1blishment of the People's R:epubliic 
of China si1gni1fies the end of tilt' historical epoch during 
\\'hich . imperia'lism, in league with the Chinese ruling 
.classes, blocked the realization of the' bourgeois revolution 
in, China. It represents the beginning of the vic.tory of the 
Third Chint;!se Revolution, i.e., the beginning of the realiza
tion of the' his,tofiical ta,sks of this revolution: liberating 
the country from the ,grip of imperia}ilsin; nationa1 unifica
tion; solution of the agrarian problem; liquidation of an 
feudal and pre.feudal 'Survivals in the doma-in of the state, 
the economy, 0ustoms, culture, etc. 

T'he dYllamics of this revolution proceeds along the 
line of its growi'hg over' into socialist revolution. The 
fulfilment of the bouJ1&eois democratic tasks themselves 
imlpose ~;u.ch a growing over under the regime of the 
rroletarian dktatorshjip. 

2. The destI1uction of the power of Chiang Kai-shek 
and the Kuomiilltang w~ the necessary condition for 
beginning the solution of- the historical tasks of the Third 
Chinese Revolution. Thus the fundamental thesis of the 
Menshevik theory of revolution "by stages," put forWard 
(in 1925.27) by Martynov.Bukharin-Stalin., has been in-

vali.dated j,ust a.s it was i:n the course of the Second Chinese 
Revol1ution. The tasks of. the. bourgeois TeV{)lution ha~e 
begun to be ,resolved, not in alliance with ~he Kuomintang 
anid . the Chinese bourgeoisie, but as the outcome of a 
bloody st'ruggle, against them. The Thil1d Chinese Revolu ... 
tion has begun,not through the alliance with Chiang Kai
shek, but through the breaking of uhis aHiance. Thus the 
Trotskyist theory of the penmanent ~evoliution; implacably 
defended for 25 years by the Chinese Trotskyist's and the 
wodd Trotskyist movement, has founc;li confirmation for 
one of its fundamental theses. 

3. The establishment of the People's Republic of 
China is only the beginning of the Third Chinese Revolu~ 
tion. It represents the beginning of a process of permanent 
revolution which is unfolding- befo.re our eyes. None of the 
tasks of the Chinese Revolution ha's . yet been definitively 
resolved. If t,he liberation of the country from the grip., of 
im!perialism has by and large been ended, all foreign 
capital has' not yet been expropriated. Tlie imperialist 
menace to the People's Republic continues t,hrDUIgh ,the 
presence of the ar,mies af i1mperialism or of ar:n'lies in the 
pay of imperia'lism, in Korea, Formosa, Vietnam and 
Burma, through the presence of the. 7th American fleet in 
Formosan waters,and by the 'presence of American bases 
and trDops in J a'pan. The unification of continental China 
has been largely achieved; the unilfi:~ation 'Of the national 
market for food products .and productl$ of industri'al CDn

sumption has realized gre'at progress. Nevertheless, Hong 
,Kong, Fonmosa, and the Russian enclaves in ,Qhinese 
-territories, (especiaJ'ly in Inner Mongolia and Sinkiarng) 
actually remain outside the jurisdiction of the centra1 
gDvernment, thus indica'ting the limits to the total realiza .. 
tion of national unity. 
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The agrari3Jn ,refol1m ha,s culminated in the destruction 
()f the old possessing c'lass of landed propri'etors; never
'theless this'~ refonin has not been-completely achieved. In. 
the newly liberate'd regions, the property of the rich 

"peasants subsist,s; in the previously liherated 'regions it ha.s 
e~perienced a strong rebirth. on the basis of the process 
:of primitive accumulation. Private ownership of the soil; 
t.he right to buy and se'll land is resulting in a' new concen-
trati?n of proPerty in the hands of kulaks and subjecting 
,the poor peasants;" as in the past, to usury and to com
J.TJe'rcial exploitation by the bouligeoisie. Feudal' and pte
feudal survivals ;have been effeotiively liquidated iii the 
ecollomic and legal fie'lds; in the reality of social life, 
particula'rly in the domain of customs and culture, their 
liquidation represents a protracted ,process, in which only 
the first steps have been tak~n. In the domain of the state 
the symbiosis between bourgeois property and the bU'feau
iratk tendencies of the CP apparatus represents' a powerful 
obsta'c1e to a genuine democratic upheaval. . 

4. Thus another essential thesis 'of the theory of the 
permanent revolution is likewise being confi.rmed: the tasks 
~f the Qourgeois revolution in a backward country like 
China cannot be resolved wi·thout the growing· 'over of this 
revolution into the socialist revolution. For the historical 
tasks of the Chinese Revdlution to be fundamentally re
,50lved, pig bourgeois property will have to be destroyed, 
the revolution will have to pass beyond the present fron
tiers of continental Ohina, and the working masses in the 
dties will have to be mobilized. Tthe consdlidation of the 
proletarian dktatorshi'p demands that the state apparaHls 
be solidly based upon genuinely democratic committees of ' 
'workers and poor peasants. The opposite side of the 
'historical alternative /WOuld be the consolidation of capital.,. 
.ist property. rel,ations in the cities, and the rural regions; 
the in,filt'ration of the class enemy into the state a'pparatus 
,~nd the CP, its :f,usion wi,th imperialism and its agency in 
Formosa, Korea and Burma, and the renewal of crvil war 
.at, the opportune moment by the o'ld ruling cla'sses to 
'~econquer state power. ' ' 

5. Mao's victory represents the most important rev
olutionary event since the socialist revolution of October 
1,917. 'It has overturned the. relationship of forces between 
~!te ,classes in Asi,a, 'and powerfully stimulated the a'Ot1-
irnperialist movemerit in Vietnam, Burma, M'alaya, the 
Philippines, I n'donesia, and, even in India, J a'Pan and 
,Geylon. It ha's deHvered, a terrible blow to the world 
domination of imperialism, and thus indirectly facilita'ted 
the anti-imperialist movements in the Middle East, Africa 
and Latin Ameri'ca. It has altered, the relationshi'P of dass 
,forces on a world scale, compelling imperialism to revise 
.:its military" politica] an:d 'economic plans, and ha:s brought 
'~bout a development bf the internationai relationshi,p of 
forces which is fUtlldamentally~ unfavorable to imperialism. 
~~t the same time it has begun to reduce the degree of con
hoI exercised by the Kremlin over the Communist move
'-ment and the revolutionary movement of the ~asses in 
-.;sia, wherein. the Soviet bureaucracy has been obliged to 
~cknowledge for the time being a Peking-Moscow co-leader
ship, as partners with equal rights in the Sino-Soviet al-
:liance. ' 

II. The Causes of Mao's Victory 
6. The old ruling classes governed China as agents of 

the various imperialists, essentially Japanese, English, 
American and French imperialists. The total defeat of 
Japanese imperialism in the Second World War and the 
-extreme weakening of English and French imperialism 

. delivered a mortal blow to the domination of the landed 
proprietors and compradores over China. American 'im~ 
perialism became the sole support of their power. Sut at the 
same time it became the sole support of the bourgeois' order 
in the entire world. Unable to disperse its military, and 
economic potential over all continents at one, and .the 
same time, American imperialism was compelled in 1947-
~8 ~o co~centrate its efforts upon the consolidati9n of cap
ItalIsm m \Vestern Europe. Its withdrawal from China 
gave Chiang his coup-de-grace. 

7. The withdrawal of Yankee imperialism from China 
is, however, explained in its turn by the collapse of the 
Kuomintang regime, isolated from all classes of the nation 
impotent to halt the runaway inflatioQ, blindly draggeci 
towards economic and military catastrophe, and capable 
only of organizing a monstrous corruption which rendered 
all American aid inadequate'il,1 advance. The internal 'd{s~ 
solution of the power of the' Kugmintang, resulting from 
the disintegration of a Chinese society which h~d s'urvived 
for more than a quarter of a century and which showed 
itself ,Powerless to resolve 'a single one of the vital ptob
lems of the Chinese people, produced the dbjective condi
tions for Mao's victorY. 

8. But these objective conditions alone d'id not sufike 
for the actual achievement of this victory. There was re.
quired in addition a modification in the' attitude'of the 
Ch~nese CP on the 'question of conquering power {n all 
Chma. The Chinese CP, Wh,ich after August 1945, as in 
1925-27, and in 1937, engaged in a policy of class colla
boration, ,":ith the boyrgeoisie and its principal instrument 
tht! Kuom1'lltang, was led to modify th1s orientation under 
the combined pressure of the main antagonistic sodal 
fotces: the bourgeoisie, which refused a compromise and 
launched a military campaign to conquer the territories 
occupied by the CP; and the poor peasantry, which span.;. 
taneously began to divide the land in the territories of 
northern China. 

The modification of the orientation of the Chinese Cpo 
passing over from a policy of collaboration with Chian~ 
to a policy of liquidating the Kuomintang power, w~~ 
progressively effected through the following stages: 

(~) The directives of May 1946 authorizing,a limited 
agranan reform in the ,regions of China occupied by CPo 

(b) The law on the agrarian reform of October 1947 
proclaimed for the 'whole . of' China. 

(c) The proclamation'i)f December 1947 calling for an 
overturn of the Kuoiniri~tang government. 

This modification of, the orientation. of the Chinese 
CP was facilitated by t,he ,fact tnat its leadership fifled the 
old theory of the~(revolution by stages" with anew con
tent, 'insisting far ~ore than in the past uppn the leading 
tole of the proletanatfrom the first stage of the revolution 
and upon the' integration of this revolution, despite 'its 
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bourgeois democratic character, into the world, proletarian 
revolution. 

9. The policy of the Soviet bureaucracy, far from pro· 
moting this tr;msformation of, the practical orientation of 
the Chinese CP, did everything to perpetuate the old posi
tion: 

(a) By the conclusion of t.he 194, agret'm~nt ",it;, 
Chiang Kai-shek,: 

(b) By the seizure and dismantling of industry iIi Man· 
churia, which paralyzed the workers' struggle' there durin~ 
the decisive stage of the civil war; 

(c) By the tee-hniea1 aid accorded Chiang (the depart,; 
ure of the Russian troops from the vital centers of MaI1-
churia was delayed until the arrival of the Kuomintang 
boops) ; 

(d) By the pressure exerted upon the Chinese CP to 
mzintain the tactic of guerilla warfare. and not to attack 

, the big cities;' 
(e) By the efforts undertaken by Soviet diplomacy 

for the constitution of a Chian&-Mao coalition government. 
If it is true that the existence of the USSR and of the 

huffer countries in 'Eastern Europe objectively facilitated 
Mao's victory. and the abandonment of a part of the ma
teriel of the Japanese Army captured by the Russian' Army 
to the Communist troops created more favorable military 
conditions for this victory, the above-mentioned factors 
weighed more heavily in the balance. They meallt· that 
M ao's victory was finally attained because the orientation 
of the Chinese CP led it to act. in fact; outside the leader
ship given by' the Kremlin. 

Ill. tnaracter of Mao;s Power 
10. The Chinese CP cannot be deiined as a peasant 

party, either by its program, by its traditions, or by the 
dynamics of its poliCy. By putting itself in matters of doc
lrine on the plane of Marxism-Leninism, by affirming that 
its historical aim 'is the creation of the classless ~ommunist 
socieJY. py educating 'its cadres in this spirit, as well as in 
the spirit ,of'deyOtioQ to the U.SSR, the Chinese CP pre ... 
sents .'bY and large ,the same' ,chara'cterist,ics a,s the other 
mass Stalinist 'partie~ of the ,cOlonial and semi-colonial 
countries. Its' opportunist and Menshevik conceptions of 
strategy on the "blQc of the four: classes'," the "construc
tIOn of a delnocratlccapitalism," the "equality of rights 
of. Capital and Labor." etc., were certainly reinfor'ced dur· 
ing 'an en~ire, p~riod ,by its predomina~ltly peasant social 
compositibry. They thwarted the jun~tion of the revolution
ary 'upsurge in the, cities with the agrarian revolution I)f 
1945-46. thus determining the peculiar form taken by the 
first 'phase: of ,the revolution. The penetration of kulak 
elements fntD the CP has even made possible the temporary 
trahsference of the class struggle in its ranks. But it was 
4efini.tively'd~h1onstrated that, subjected to the pressure of 
antagonis'tic'sodal forces, the Chinese CPo although in an 
empirical, ,hesi'tating, contradictory, opportuni'st manner; 
entered' upon' the road of 'revolution, and not upon that of 
cOUnter-revolution, This is the surest test to determine the 
class nature of -the CP as that of an opportunist work~rs' 
party. :Th'e suspension of peasant re~ruitment and the cam-

paignto recruit workers since 1950 have still furtht'rac~ 

centuated the class character of the Chinese CPo as the 
whole of the international policy of this pJ.rty has also 
done. In the imperialist epoch. it is not a peasant war, that 
i~, to say, the upri~illg of the peasantry under a peasant 
leadership, which can overthrow the power or the feudal
hourgeoisie in a backward countr,\', Only the peasant in
surrection, ce1ltralif,ed,utiiited and directed by a workers' 
party, can begin to resolve the problems of the revolution. 

J I. The destruction of the old regime in the rtlral areas 
,':as in part accomplished by the direct action of the toil~ 
ing peasant masses, in part by the action of the new power 
basing itself upon a partial mobilization of the masses. 
This transformation, varying from region to region, as
sociated with the enormous differences in social conditions 
in the diverse parts of the country, has produced an ex~ 
tremely variegated map of social relations in China. But 
the dominant features of these q;lations on a. national scale 
are the follO\ving: I 

(a) The power of the old possessing classes in the coun~ 
tryside Esemi-feudal landed proprietors in the north: "genl. 
try" in -the center and the south) has been completely de
stroyed. 

(b) The relations of bourr;eois property are generally 
;.extant; the right to buy, and sell land, unrestricted primi
tlve accumulation. transference of the major part of the 
capital,.accumulateO in the. countryside for commercial and 
speculative purposes. 

(c) The property of the rich peasants remains in cer
tain regions and has been destroyed in others. 

(d) In northern and central China, the ne'v social con
ditions have been stabilized. and are resulting in a new 
social differentiation through the formation of a class 
of kulaks siphoning the profits of the agrarian refor~ 
more· and more for its own exclusive benefit. 

(e) In southern China the social conditions are still in 
the midst of their overturn; the condusion of agrarian re
form is combined with the tasks of the anti-capitalist strug~ 
gle since landed property there is above all concentrated 
in the hands of the bourgeoisie. ' 

(f) In southwest China the agrarian reform i~ still.in. 
process. 

12. There has not been a fundamental modification of 
property relations in the cities. The, new power took over 
the sector alread),' nationalized by the Kuomintang (for~ 
mer Japanese property) and has further nationalized the 
property of the four monopolist families ("bure~ucratic 
capitalism"). That repr~sents the major portion of heav)' 
industry and foreign trade (where the state monopoly 
exists in fact). This nationalized sector has an important 
weIght above ,~llI in Manchuria. I n the rest of China, ,vhere 
lIght industry and commercial capital predominates, cap .. 
italist private property remains decisive. After a transition .. 
al period, dominated by the requirements for reviving the 
economy, the central gov~rnment ha~ encouraged the a~ .. 
cu~ulation and development of private capital in numer .. 
ous ways. \\1ith this in ,,:iew, it has imposed considerable 
restrictions upon action for working class demands. Never
theless, the development of the trade union and cooperative 
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movement of the working class, the introduction of social 
seGurity, the progressive check upon inflation, the fixing 
ofsalaties On the basis of the sliding scale represent con
siderable gains alrffdY obtained by the working class. 
These gains facilitate ~progressive, development in the self .. 
c()ntidence, the combative spirit and the politicalization of 
the proletariat, a development that the coming cou,rse of 
the Chinese CP will be compelled to facilitate more and 
more. 

13. On the whole, the political, economic, and social 
relatibns now' ptevailihg between the classes in China, rep
resettta special situation of dual power, tbe central politi
cal power in· the hands 01 the CP being obliged to base it
scI/more and more upon the workers and the poor peasants. 
This situation corresponds to the initial stage of solving the 
ptoblem 6f the permanent revolution. It is expressed in 
practite by the symbiosis betw,een the central political 
pdwer,. controlled. on the I1ational scale by the CP ,and its 
armies, and the economic power which is still pr~dom,ihaht
ly in the hanqs of the, bourgeoisie. the paiticipation of 
th~ rept~sehtatives of the b\)urgeoisie in the central. gov;.. 
emment is' 'not a mere fiction. I f these repre'sentatives. do 
not exerd~e any real executive power within it, their func
tion is not that of 'hostages~ but of observers whose presence 
in the government, required by the present policy of the 
Cl>, refleds the. real power that the bourgeoisie still ex
'efdses in numerous domains. They could likewise~ under 
certain favorable conditions, become the insttument fot 
begirining. the destruction of the hew. regirne. The economic 
Power ~till possessed by the bourgeoisie serves· as a cob
staht men~ce of c()rruptio~ and disintegration in the state 
and the CP' apparatus. The more one descends toward th~ 
lower echefons of the state apparatus, the less is the dual 
pdwef purely formal' and th~ more does it 'become etf~ctive. 

14. The situation of dua>l .pQwer is highly transitoty. The 
trend at its evolution is determined by. the,relations of 
forces between the classes on the national and international 
plane. Today the decisive factor in this sense IS the role 
played by the central government,. This government 'does 
not reneet parallel and equal pressures of the antagonistic 
classes, but acts, despite its centrist !Jesitation, fundament
(lIly 4long the linC1 of the des.truction of what yet remains 
of the power of the bourgeoisie. What is decisive on this 
phuie . are not the petty-bou!geois gov~rnmental theories 
of conciliation between Capital and Labor, but the his':' 
tOfical meaning of action of:. the government when con
fronted with explosive conflicts between the c1as~es on. the 
national and international scale. We characterize this gov
~rnment as a Workers' and peasants' government because, 
on the one hctnd, it has broken in' practice with the his
torical interests of the bourgeoisie to enter upon theJoad 
ot revolution, and because on the other hand it has not yet 
completed the destruction of the power of the oourgeoisie, 
nor liquidated the dual ,power from top to bottom of the 
stcite apparatus. This workers' and peasa'rtts' government 
Will only be a short, t.ransitory stage along the road to a 
didatCirship of the proletariat, toward which the dynamics 
01 . the national and international situation is more and 
mote ptopellin:g it. 

IV. Perspectives of the Chinese Revolution 
15. The characteristic nature of the CP. as an op

portunist workers' Rarty, operating in a semi,-colonial coun
try, has a dual significance which reflects the 'two funda
mental aspe(.ts in the contradictory policy of this party. 
Each forward step that the CP takes along the road of revo
lution, it takes with a thousand hesitatiofls and in a com
ple~elyempirical manner. In truth, these steps ate taken 
jn contradiction with the whole of its programmatic and 
ideological tradition, and w~th its official doctrine of the 
moment, the "New Democracy." But the v~ry fact that., 
propelled by the Immense explosive social fG>rtes that the 
outburst of 'th~ Third Chinese Revolution has libetate<;l, 
the CP is obliged and will be more and more obliged to 
enter upon the road of the permanent revolution, deter
mines the class nature and the objective role played by 
this party. All the Menshevik programmatic baggage and 
all the opportunism that the Chinese CP drags along 'with 
it, have already done enormous harm to the revolution. 
Th~y ha.y~ caused the absence of synchtoniiation between 
th& Workers upsurge itt 194,-47~ an,d th~ pe~~ani upstirge 
which. was deliberateiy halted, by, the. CP dtitihg thB pe~ 
ridd. they have contHbufed tdthe t~~S~iOil rif, the mass 
rrtbvement in· the cities during 194;~SO, provoked by the 
disintegration of the. ecotlomy. They have, pilt!d tiP. diffi~ 
culties in the economic domain by the ititoniplete way in 
which agrarian reform is bein~ re~liied. lJrtdotibtedly, they 
will, proyo~e many crises in the futUre. Efnpiridsm is the 
ma:stinadequate instrument to 'realize historical tasks as 
great as those of the Chinese revolutiofi. But the fact that 
it has begun to reali{e the1P in practice ~emains the decisive 
criterion for determining the future' evolution of the policy 
of the CP, which wilI'more 'arid"more tun up against the 
limits'imposed by its empiricism, opportunism, atid f~lse 
programmatic" conceptions. 

16. This evolutibh will above all be ·determined by the 
pressure of the intetrtatitmal situation, and of the world 
polarization of the class forces in both camps as tHey col
lide with each other. The' closer war'approaches, the more 
American imperialism perfeCts its bases pI aggression 
against the Chinese People's Republic in Asia, the more the 
maintenance of private property' in big '\nd medium in
dustry' will come into coriflict with the elementary condi
tions of. the security of the state. They serve as a spring
board for the counter-revol>utionary enterprises of the Chi
nese bourgeoisie. The' latter must look uMn a military 
victory for American.' imperialism as the' only chance of 
returning to power. I ts obvious course would be to employ 
all means to sabotage the conduct of the war of the Chi
nese People's Republic against imperialism. The outbreak 
of the Korean War, stirring fUp cIvil war in the country, has 
already driven M1l.o's regime to accentuate its struggle 
against· the bourgeoisie as well as its tlirn to the left which 
started with the extension. of t~e' agrarian reform in 1950. 
The outbreak of world' warwiliprobably be the beginning 
of a fUfldamental turn of the CP away ~rom capitalism, 
resulting in the liquidation of th~'dual power in all echelons 
of the state apparatus .. The carrying thfotigh of such a 
turn and the com~letiE>n of the expropriation of the urban 
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bourgeoisie wbuld then mark the transformation of the 
workers' ,and peasants' government into the dictatorship of 
Of the proletariat. The failure of this transformation would 
probably signify the reopening of civil war in China with 
the revolutionary government and the counter-revolution·· 
ary government confronting each other' on the territory 
of the country itself with their armed forces, thus pl'acing 
in question all the conquests of the revolution. The rela
tionship of forces between the classes which are very un
favorable, to imperialism on the international scale, and 
the perspectives of an ever-growing expansion of revolu
tionary struggles in the world, render this second alternative, 
very improbable. 

17. The more the class forces are polarized en a world 
scale, the more the CP finds itself compelled to stiffen its 
attitude toward the bourgeoisie, the more it will be obliged 
to call up'on the prolet~lfianmasses to'support this policy, 
if only through a'limited and controlled mobilization (wit
ness the receqt campaign against waste and bureaucrat
ism), and the more it risks being propelled forward in its 
turn by the pressure of the, masses. That will turn out to 
be the' case, especia'lly When the fundamental social con
tradictions inhetent in the present state of China, and in 
the presentpoUcy of the CPbreak out violently; connic/ts 
betw~en the poor peasants and the exploiting elements in 
the rural regions on the one hand; conflicts between work
ers and "democratk"capitalists in the cities' bn the other 
hand. The very ecbnomic succesSes that the new regime 
registers facilitate the ripening of these conflicts in the 
last analysis, even if 'they defer the showdown sOlllewVat. 
The stage ahead is a stage of intensified class' struggle~ in 
which the CP wilt be compelled tb act against the urban 
and 'rura1bourgeoisie. The immensity of the country, the 
difficulties of bureaucratic control' from the center, the 
rapid rebirth of capitalism and of the exploitation in the 
countryside, the uneveness of the rhythm of the revolution-' 
aty awakening of tenS of millions of exploited - all these 
factors will reduce ,the pbssibilities of prolonging the pres
ent conciliatory tact it of the CP and will ptecipitate' a final 
settlement bf acCbunts between the Classes, 

18. The CP entered upon the Third Chinese Revolution 
as a Stalinist par,ty empIrically freeing itself from the 
direction of the Kremlin. The international and na~ionaJ 

I \ 

soda:! force~ which act upon it will determine its transfor-
mation from a highly opportunist workers' party into 3. 

centrist party going forward along the road of the com
pll!tion of the' revolution. But 'these same forces will modi
fy the composition and, even, in a certain measure, the 
very structure of the Chines'e CPo The realization of the 
agrarian teform has already, broken up the, organization 
of the CP in numerous villages where it was based on rich 
or kulak ,elementS. The unfolding of the class struggle in 
the village wiH promote a constant purge alorig the same 
lines. The awakening of the masseS will mote and more 
accelerate the penetration of the proletariat into the CPo 
fhe break 'with the bourgeosie will actua1ly give the he
gemony to the proletarifln element from the viewpoint of 
the soci~l' compositiol1 of the party. This constant unsettle
ment of the CP, (Wlhich is itself as much an object as a 

subject of the permanent revolution wil~ inevitably loosen, 
at least during a transitory period, the monolithism and 
the degree of organizational control of the apparatus. It 
is not excluded that this unsettlement can result in a dif
ferentiation within the 'leadership of the party itself. It is 
more lik~ly that this leadership, constituted over a long 
period, will maintain its outward unity throughout the 
entire ascending course of the revolution, and will preside 
in its great majority over the transformation of the Chi
nese CP into 'a left centrist party.' This transformation, 
wh~e reinforcing the bases of the power of the CP and 
its support in the laboring populatio~, will also reinforce 
its independence and its critical spirit toward the Krem
'lin. The policy of p'lunder of the Soviet bureaucracy in its 
economic relations with China will have similar effects. 
Before a decisive defeat of imperialism occurs in the world, 
or, at lea'stbefore there is a radical modification in the 
world situation, an open break of the Chinese CP with 
Stalinism <is 'very unlikely: 

v. The Fourth International and the 
Chinese Revolution 

19. Having fully assimilated the decisive histQtic~li 
importance of tlie outbreak 'of the Third Chinese Revol~
tion, the Fourth International defends it- unconditionally 

against all its class enemies. It denounces the, maneuvers 

and the economic, political and military pressures of im-

'perialism aiming to prevent the stabilization of r Mao's 

power and in fact preparing the counter-revolutionary war 
of intervention in China. I t fully supports the demand of 

Mao's gbvernment for the withdrawal of the troops of 
imperialism or troops in the pay of imperialism, from For
mosa and the' regions bordering on China: Korea, Viet
nam, Burma. It demands the abolition of the last unequal 
treaties binding China to Great Britain, Portugal and the 
USSR, which means returning to China the last foreign 
enclaves on its territory: Hong Kong, Macao, the Russian 
'zones of influence in Sinkiang and ,Outer Mongolia, etc. It 
supports .the campaign of Mao's government for its rec
ognition de jure and de facto by all the states in the world, 
and for its immediate admIssion as representative of the 
Chinese people in the Unted Nations; It demands the lift
ing of the actual blockade against China and the estab
lisment of commercial relations on an equal footing be
tween all countries' and China. I t ~alls upon all the govern
ments of the,As.ian coun~ries and the trade union and work
ing class organizatibns of the whole wor'ld to elaborate 3. 

broad joint plan for the economic development and in
dustrialization of Asia without special tribute to the im
perialists, and on the basis of reciprocal aid among coun
tries which have broken from the' control of imperialism. 
It espeCially calls uport the working dass organizations of 
Western Europe'to insert in .their program the principle 
of aid without strings in the form of industrial equipment 
to revolutionary China, and to realize thi~ through the 
eS,tablishment of workers' (or workers' and peasants') goV
ernments in ~heir countries. It goes without saying th~t 
the Chines~ members of !th~ Fourth International .will b~ 
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in the vanguard of the defense of the l.,hmese Revolution 
against all counter-revolutionary attacks, and that they 
will likewise participate in the vanguard of the struggle 
for every revolutionary demand put forward by the new 
regime or by the masses. 

20. The Fourth International and the Chmese Trotsky
ists will give critical support to Mao Tse-tung's government. 
This involves a vigorous cr,iticism of the orientation of 
this government on' the following points: 

(a) On the structure of the stat~ and the regime of the 
party. The Chinese state ,does not have a Soviet structure; 
the government does not base itself essentia'1ly on commit
tees of workers artd peasants; wherever these exist in em
bryonic 'state, they are not democratically elected; wherever 
these committees have, been sporadically set up by the 
masses, their' democratic development in general has beeri 
impeded by the government. The bureaucratic structure 
of the party has influenced that of the state apparatus. 
Th~ repression of elements belonging to the revolutionary 
opposition must be especially condemned. 

(b) On the identification of the function of the trade 
unions, the party and the state in the industrial domain. 
'Even if the maintenance of a capitalist sector in the econ
omy is considered indispensable, the role of the party and 
the trade unions cannot consist in proclaiming the "equal:
ity of rights of \=apital and Labor." I t is their duty to de
fend the class interests of the workers against the cap
italists. 

(c) On the .incompleteness of the agrarian reform, 

notably the maintenance of the property of the rich peas
ants and the absence of state institutes furnishing cheap 
credit to the peasantry. 

(d) On the false theoretical conceptions of the revolu
tion "by stages," of "democratic' capitalism," etc. 

This .criticism should be put forward as a rule in a 
constructive manner and with a clear understanding of, 
the economic and social reality of the country. In any 
case, the dictatorship of the proletariat in China would 
have to be accompanied' by a period 9f NEP, considerably 
broader and more protracted than in Russia, without com
plete suppression of private property in the domain of 
small urban and village industry, commerce, of the arti
sans, etc. The pace of industrial accumulation per capita 
will be 'relatively low for a long transitional period, and 
essentially dependent upon the rate of the development of 
the productive forces in the countryside and of foreign aid. 

21. I n order to realize the orientation of unconditional 
defense of the Chinese. People's Republic, and critical sup
port tO I the Mao government, the Chinese militants of the 
Fourth I nternatibnal should integrate thems~lves complete
ly in the mass movement of their country, as has been' de
cided by the Third World Congress of the Fourth Inter
national. This integration is for the purpose of binding 
them to the most combative and conscious sections of the 
CP and the other mass organizations in order to move 
them forward toward a sompletion of the permanent revo
lution in China and to struggle for the democratization 
of· these organizations and of the state as a whole, 

Eastern Europe Since 1950 
l!Y' ERNEST GERMAIN 

I. Accelerated Industrialization 
Beginn,ing with 1949-50 the "peoples' democracies" 

entered a stage of accelerated industrialization.·* The 
annual, biennial and triennial plans for' rebuilding' the 
economy and repairing wartime destruction have now been 
\Succeeded by five and six year plans for, industrial develop
ment. These plans tend to transform all of the eastern part 
of Europe from an agricultural into an industrial area. 
Barring foreign military intervention this trans.formation 
i~ alrealdy assured. I t r~presents a revolution in the eco
nomic structure of the old continent, whose long-range 
consequences can hardly be grasped. Cent'ury-old centers 
of economic stagnation and of barbarism, in Slovakia, 
Hungary, Rumania, in the Carpathians and along the 
Vistula, are thus rapidly being er~sed .from the map of the 
world. No' politiGil or social consideration can serve to 
diminish the enormously progressive significance of this 
fact. 

The accelerated and feverish pace of industrialization 

* See ~ur articles in Fourth International (May 1949 and 
September 1949) on the preceding stages of the economic 
evolution of eastern Europe. 

is clearly expressed in the indices of production. In B ul
'garia, industrial production has tripled in comparison with 
the pre-war period. I n Poland it has reached the index 
figure 268. In Hungary it has passed the index 200 and the 
plan anticipates that in 1954 production will be three times 
that of 1949. I n Czechoslovakia production has reached the 
index 180, as compared with the pre-war period, and in 
Rumania the index a~ 175· while production for 1955 
is set ilt 250% higher than that of 1950. 

!During the course of last year a revision of plan target5 
,took place in all these countries except Bulgaria. This 
revision was in the direction of speeding up the pace of 
industrialization. Thus for Czechoslovakia industrial 
production for 1953 will have to reach twice that of 1948, 
whereas the i'nitial plan only provided for an increase of 
57%. A law of May 17, 1951 set as the new objectives of 
the Hungarian five-year plan the attainment of an index 
of 3 10' in 1954 as compared with 1949 p'roduction, whereas 
the initial plan had set the index only at 186A. In Rumania 

investments which hald reached 145 billion leis in 1950 
(some 4.5 times greater than in 1948) are to rise to an 

annual aven~ge of 330 billions s,tarting with 1951, The goal 
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of the Polish six-year plan ha:d been set in 1948 as ,three 
times the pre-war industrial production. I t is now intended 
to quadruple it 

This revision <Yf pla'n objectives requires above aB a 
radical change in the relationship of heavy and light in
.ius.try in fa'vor of the former. In Czechoslovakia notab'ly, 
the output of heavy industry, which in 1951 made up 49% 
of the gross product of ' all industry, is set for 55% in 1952, 
which means a 2.5% greater output of heavy industry than 
in ]937 (and a productioh of light industry be'low that of 
the pre-war' period). In Hungary production of heavy In
dustry increased 32% in 1951 as compared with 1950, that 
of light industry increased only 20%. Its target for 1954 is 
70% o:f all industrial production. I n Poland the heavy in
dustry sector is .to advance from 59.1 % in 1949 to 
63.5% in 1955. Even Rumania, where heavy industry was 
almost completely non-existent, committed 40% of its total 
investments to this sector in 1950 and 45% iI1 195 I. 

The development of the steel industry takes the central 
place in the indl;1striaHzation plans for fa'stern Europe, 
The entire' bufiferzone, including eastern Germany, should 
produce 16 minion tons of steel in 1954, that is to say, as 
much as the record production of Great Britain, more than 
German production on the eve of the second world war, 
and twice the pre-war production of Japan. Six new instal
lations for steel-works, blast furnaces and roIling mills will 
beconstrticred towa.rd this end: .at Nowa Huta (a new city 
of 100,000 inha,bitants, 10 kilometers from Cracow) and 
Ctestochova in Poland, at Fuerstenwalde in eastern Ger
many, at Moravska-Ostrava and Kosice (Slovakia) in 
Czechoslovakia,'" and finally at Dunapentele in Hungary. 
Each of the centers will have a productive capacity of over 
a million tons of steel annua'lly. Other smaller steel-wotks 
will be built or enlarged in Rumania, Poland, Czecho
slovakia and Hungary. 

The anticipated developmente of electrical production 
is startling in its proportions. The electrification of Rumania 
is set for an annual production of 4.7 billion kilow.atts in 
1955. For the year 1960, per capita production of 150 walts 
is anticipated as against 37.5 watt,s in 1951. It:J Czecho
slovakia /WOrk is beginning on a dam equalling the capacity 
of Dnjepostroi. In Poland the great dams of Jaworzno, of 
Duchow and of Stettin are appearing, and a new dam is 
in preparation near Warsaw which will have twice the 
capacity of that of Genissiat. 

A certain specialitation is provided for the different 
countries in the course of the industrialization plans, 
Cz,echoslovakia will :primari'ly be the forge of the buffer 
zone, being called upon to produce 4.5 millions of tons of 
steel in 1955, and its production of heavy machinery (tur
Ibine~, Diesel engines, transformers, tUI1bo-generators, 
rolling-mill equipment, etc.) is su'pposed to provide the 
tools for all the countries of eastern Europe. Eastern Ger
many will specialize in optics, precision tools, naval con
struction, the production of cranes. Polish coal and coke 
wiH furnish the foun'dation for the heavy industry of the 
whdle buffer zone; the Polish chemical industry, ndw 
c;econ'd in importance in the country' (its production WiJl 
have reached 800% of the 1938 level by 1955!), will supply 
soda, fertilizer, cement, and synthetic products (rubber, 

dyes etc.) to the buffer zone. rhe export of Polish machine 
tools will be of vital importance for the industrialization 
of neighboring ·countries. Hungary will supply a'luminum, 
ra;Iway cars and secondary machinery. Rumania, finally, 
will supply oil and wiH have to develop its agricultu'ral 
machine industry fot ,export. 

The main bottle-neck industrialization encounters in the 
buffer zone is the shortage O'f coal. Whereas metallurgical 
and steel production must be more than doubl~d, coal 
production in a'll the countries of eastern Europe !Will ex
perience an overall increase of only 40%.* Poland, the 
principal producer, 'will have to increas,e its production by 
25% in order to attain ]00 million tons annually by 1955; 
this is a modest objective, since the production of Silesian 
coal reached this figure under German management in 
1943. The laock of mechanization and above all the decrease 
in productivity makes the realiz1tion of ·even these objec-' 
tives doubtful. The successive campaigns of intimidation. 
and of favoritism towards the miners, waged by the 
Stalinist Parties, have had little success up to now. 

Overall, the successes a'lready attained by industrializa
tion can be summarized in the following comparisons: per 
capita industrial production in Czechosloyakia has already 
surpassed that of France; Polish and Hungarian per capita 
production have surpassed that of Italy; Poland by,20%. 
For 1955. it is forecast that 'Czech per capita production 
will reach the German pre-war level; that of Poland and 
Hungary will reach the French level; that of Rumania will 
reach the Italian level. 

2'. Disproportion Between Industry 
and Agriculture 

« The cause of our present difficulties lies in the generally 
wel!-known disproportion between the tempo 0/ socialist 
development in industry and the tempo of develO'pment 
i1; our agriculture, which operates preponderantly on an 
individual basis and often e'ven according to capitalist 
methods." 

This is how Hilary Minc, director of Polish economy 
and the most capable .economic specialist of the bu~fer zone, 
,characteriz,~d the overall condition of Polish economy last 
October (Trybuna Ludu, Oct. )0, 1951). This characteriza
tion is completely correct. "The unev~n development in in
dustry and agriculture (at the end of 1951 the Polish 
index of industrial pro~uction was 268, the index of agri
cuiJturaJ production 95, the 1938, level being equivalent 
to 100) is not at all however, "inevitable in a socialist" 
economy (M inc means: an economy in the transitional 
period). To eliminate this disproportion, aU that would 
be necessary would be to pU,rsue a long-term agricultural 
policy, to devote an important part of industrial production 
to the production of agricultural machinery and industrial 
consumer goods, thereby accelerating the voluntary 

*, Furthermore it is pointed out that in Hungary the in
crease in the production of raw materials is considerably below 
the. general te~po of the increase in industrial production 
(Szabad Nep, July 27, 1951). According to the Yugoslav paper, 
Borba, June 10, 1951, this may be a calculated design of the 
Soviet bureaucracy to increase the dependenc·e of HUngariail 
,economy on that of the USSR. 
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acceptance by the pea.sants of coopera,tive production, 
which' is' more remunerative and more productive. 

Failing to foresee ihis difficulty - typical of the great 
concern the Stalinists' show for the alliance between the 
proletariat and the peasantry! - and as a consequence 
of -the economic directives, of, the Soviet bureaucracy, the 
industrial' rise in 1951 produced, onlY' enough agricultural 
niachineryin ) 951 to service one-sixth of the agricultural 
enterprises and one-tenth of the arable land. It is in this 
:Jag in the mechanization of agriculture that we must seek 
the real reason for the fbod crisis which is now raging, in 
varyin'gdegree, in most of the countries of the buffer zot)e. 

Mine 'endeavbrs to explain this crisis by the fact that 
the social structure of the population has been profoundly 
altered. Prior to the war the' number of noh-agriculturall 
wage-earners amou:nted to 2,733.000; ~ ]95] this 'number 
rose to 5.,Z00,000. Because of the large increase in the urban 
population,' which rose from 38.6% of the total 'population 
in '1938 to :54.25% in 1951, a smaller number of peasants 
rnl,lst th~teforefeed ~n increased number of city .. dwellers. 
But: this line of argument ddes not take into account the 
Ifact that the, pre-war population included an' enormous' 
viUa:ge OVer population, which Polish sources themselves 
estimate as' a minimum of 5 to 7 million employable work
trs. ,(Wirtschaftsdienst pubHshed ,by the Poli-sh Bureau of 
Information, August 195 I).' The same source estimates the 
present reserve working force in the Polish village as 25 
million adult ,males.* Conse'quently, it is not a lack of 
agricultural labor, but' the unremunerative system of' small 
farms (831,000 Polish agricultural enterprises. even now 
cover an area of less than two hectares each which is at 
the bottom of t~edifficuIty in supplying the city wi,th food'. 

In additi9n, there is the weight of capitalist elements 
-in agriculture , (in Polan'd, 5. 1 ~ of the peasants possess 
)5.6% of the land) and in tralde (30% of Polish retail trade 
is still in .'private hanqs) which gives agricultural develop
ment in the buffer zone a distinctly speculative trend. M inc 
explains that the enormous increa<;e in the number of hog~ 
since the end of the war - this number rose from 2.7 mil
lion in ]94Q to 5,.1 million in 194R and 9.9 million at the 
end of, 195"0. th~s surpassing the absolute number of ,the 
pre-war period an~, ,p~acticaJ,ly doubling their productiqn 
per hectare of arable land - is ,the result. of a governmen~ 
pQlicy restrkting the export of w~ea t, allowing the pe~san ts 
to, use this whie~t for feed and purchasing ho~s at a high 
price in order, toexpprt lard. ' 

In the autumn of 1951 difficulties in s,upplying feed set 
in ,as, a result. of th~ drought and poor harvest. The rich 
pe'lsal)ts began 'to hoardgra'in (Polish kuliks produce 26% 
of all the' wheat) an'd potatoes for feeding their hogs and 
to slaug,hte'r part of their sows, thus causing a simultaneous 
sh9rtage in ,meat and jnpotatoes in the city and a fantastic 
Iri~e in price,s on' the bl<ick market. In Hungary the same 
phenomena had occurred. several months previouslY. 

Rakosi states (S{abad Nep, December 2, 1951) that 
Hungarian industrial production passed the index 250 (pre,;. 

• In Poland, an average of 9() people, 56 of them adults, 
live <>ff a farm area of 100 hectares, and hi Hungary more 
than 200 people on the average make their living from 300 
youes (171 hec~ates). 

war average = JOO) whereas agricultural production only 
reached 116. He explains, more frankly than Minc, that 
even without the bad harvest caused by drought, there 
would have been a crisis in food supply: hoarding of wheat 
and potatoes converted to fodder; speculation in meat; 
,en'ormous price rise on the free market (Rakosi cites as an 
example ,the price of a 140 kilogram calf which rose from 
900 forint in .the spring of r~50 to five to six thousand 
forint In the spring of 1951). Whereas Mine advocates 
rationing as the best immediate solution of the problem, 
Rakosi explains that' rationing introduced at the beginning 
of 1951 in Hungary had increase,d speCUlation, and for this 
reason it was again abolished in December. (Speech of 
Zapatocki in Rude Pravo of November I, 1951.) The same 
pheonomena also occurred in a particularly harll1ful way 
in Czechoslovakia. 

Pressure of Rich Peasantry 
The press-ure of the k'ulaks is manifested not only by 

hoarding but also by a considerable delay in the payment 
of taxes. Both Mine and Rakosi give numerou,s examples 
of this. Rakosi cites an example of a kulak who had debts 
of 2,700 forint to the state and in' the meantime had pur
chased a house for 18,000 forint, a horse for 4,t>OO forint, a 
cow for 3,500 forint, and whose attitude was defended be
fore fhe village "council" - a significant indication of the 
influence <?f the kulaks! - by the foHd\ving ;trgument: 
"When a man has so many expenses, he just can't afford to 
pay ,his taxes." 

The example of the kulaks, Mine recognizes, has 
developed speculative tendencies in the, middle peasants. 
There lies the most serious aspect of t.he situation, for the 
middle peasants dominate agriculture, and the state must 
bea'ble. to rely on their neutrality. Thus the Polish govern
ment has been compelled to resort to coercive mea'sures: 
compulsory delivery of potatoes (decree of October 8, 
1951); compulsory delivery of a certain number of cattle, 
hogs and poultry (law of February 1952). Rationing has 
been nlade more stringent in Poland, Czechoslovakia and 
·Rumania. The quota of grain deliveries has been raised so 
high that not only the kulaks 'but even some middle 
p~asants have been obliged to buy supplementary quantities 
of wheat on the free market in order to be able to fulfill 
their obligations. The monetary reforms (October 1950 in 
Poland, pehruary 1952 in ~umania) had as their objective 
the distrilbution of the monetary reserves of the kulaks. 

At the same time, Mine, Rakosi and Zapotocki insist 
on the fact that there is no question of changing funda
mentally the agricultural policy of their governments; 
that they have no intention whatever of "liquidating" the 
kulaks but solely that of putt,ing a brake upon their hatmful 
activity., Thus Stafinist agricultural policy in the buffer 
zone Ibears the stamp of hesitation, empiricism and, 
incoherence. * 

* In his previously cited spech. Rakosi acknowledges that 
tl1ehuge exports of wheat in 1948, 1949 and 1950, had sharp
ened the' crisis. The anti..:economic way in which agrarian' re
form was carried out in Czechosluvakttl alld eastern Germany 
has had the, same effcts~ 
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The di~proportion between industry and agriculture, 
buttressed In turn by the disproportion between the develop
ment of. stock breeding and that of 'feed production -:
(whereas In Polan9 the number' of hogs practically doubled 
between 1948 and 195Q, the production of rye increased 
only 3%, that of barley 7% and that of potatoes 39% ---has 
provoked several pheonQmena of instability: 

a) Agricultural prices are rising more rapidly than 
ind~strial ,Prices: Accoliding to ihe Bulletin ,01 'the 
P?Zzsb Information Bureau (January 1952' issue) "10 
kIlograms of meat on the hoof before the war .would 
buy an average of 23 kilograms of salt or l{liters of 
gasoline; today it buys 100 kilograms of salt or 50 
liters of gasoline. Before the War the p~asant had to 
pay 210 liters of /Whole milk for a plow. '100 kilograms 
of nitrate fertilizer cost him the same amount Today 
he can buy a plow for the equivalent of 70' liters of 
whole ~ilk, and 100 ki'lograms of nitrate fertilizer 
only cost him 45 liters of whole milk, etc. 

,h) iPeasant con~umpt'ion is rising mo're rapidly 
than worker consumption: Per capita consumption of 
potatoes in the Polish village declined in 1950, as com
pared with 1938, but per capita consumption Qf wheat 
ros~ from 43 ki'lograms to, 5,2 kilograms. a'nd of meat 
from 13.7 kilograms, to 17 ki!ograms (Fora Lasting 
Peace,' Septem1ber 14, 1951). At the saine ,time total 
agricultural production is lower, except for potatoes, 
t~an that of the pre-war period and the total popula,,: 
110n has, decreased only 17%. 

c) From this fact the rather considerable monetary 
~n~r~ase i~ workin~class family income arising from the 
mtrQductlOn of pIecework, the increase in overtim" 
work, the generalization "of woman labor, does -not find 
its ~quivalent in food upon the market, loses its J~nction 
as ~ stimulus and becomes a factor in inflation, inth.: 
in~rease in prices and in increasing net1cost in industry. 
~n)c stated on ~ebruary 17, 1951 that nominal wage,s 
In Poland had mcreased 17%' during the past yea,r 
whereas labor productivity had risen only 9.1 %. At .. 
cording to S{abad Nep of September 17, 1950, Hungarian 
industria'!. production increased 37.6% compared with 
,the p'revious year, but overall wa~es rose 47.3%. 

3. Development of Agri~u1tural_ Cooperatives 
Following the break of the Cominform with YugOslavia 

the Stalini.st leaders in Easter.n Europe were compelled by 
the Kremltn to proceed to the collectivization of a'griculture.' 

This endeavor collided not ohly with inherent social 
difficulties - resistance by the peasantry - but with, 
almost insurmountable technicalobstac1es as wen: the 
ina?equate number of agricultural machines. That is why 
~g.n~ultural cooperatives .often consisted of the" simple 
Jommg together of small farms without any resulting rise 
in larbor productivity. With economic imperati~es taking 
the upper hand upon the outbreak of the food crisis in 
1950 and above all in 195 I, collectivization was generally 
slowed down or even haHed (notahly in Hungary, by a 
decree dated February 28, 1951). 

Nevertheless, a balance sheet of this first stage of col·' 

lectivization in,dicates the imp9rtant place which agricul
!ural coope:ativesand,' state farms, will :henceforth occupy 
1h the agncultury of the buffer zone. In Bulgaria ~he 
number of producer cooperatives has reached 2 729 
embracing 53.8% of 'all peasant f~milies ancl47:9'% of tli~ 
total .~rea of land work~d. In C{c!cboslovqkia j the'acre~ge 
of agncultural cooperatlv.es is, f:u in excess 'of 'one million 
h~ctares and has reached 17% of ' the arabl~ land. I nPoland 
the number of cooperatives has 'increased from 243 at 'th~ 
~e(Tinning of 1950 to 2,200 at ~hebeginning of 195 i an:d 
3;054 toward the end of that year, covering 1-3,5% of'thl."! 
arable land. In Hungary, the numb.er of families absor~d 
by coope.rativesand ,state ,farms ,has risen, to '2~6,500, 
grouped In 4,652 cooperative enterprises' which together 
with the: state farms cover 25% -of the arabie, land. -In 
Rumania, the tempo ot collectivization, is,' s)owerand at 
present .has,only reached a figure'ofLooO 'co9peratives, 
amountIng to a small percent of: the arable 'land (270,000 
hectares). 

The structure' of these producer cooperatives varies 
greatly from count'ty to country and within' each country.: 
Grouping them' together' in the category '''sociarist sedor 
~f agriculture'" 'is grossly inaccurate. Thus in 'Bulga'ria" the, 
land .in~orPorated i'nto ' the cooperative' remains' private 
property. After having' paid the state 'in kind ,the :j:>ri~e 

for use of machines and the purchase of seed and fertilizer · 
90% off the 'balance of: the harvest' is 'divided,' ;6(}%' j~, 
acc?rdance ,with the hours of work con;tributed by each, 
member of the cooperative, and 30% 'inaccdr,dance' with; 
t7Jeacreageo!Zandbrought in 'by each member: 

The middle' peasant. in the cOoper'atives th,us find in ' 
the~ a real, source for appropriation of the work ,of others, 
a means of ·getti.ng a~ound ~he la~ b,arining th~ use of wage' 
workers. * That IS ,why a substan~ial numlber of these tn1d:dle' 
peasa~ts ,'have rejoined the Cabpera,dves. 'The' same 
phenomenon has also shown up in Poland, whete the1 

number o,f poor peasants rejoining' 'the' cooperatives 'has' 
remained very small ' 

Condition of Farm Machinery 
If the number of avail,a'hle agricultural machines is in 

itself. 'gre'atly li~ited, the 4se of these .machines; is 5,tiIi"' 
furth~r restricted, by an extra.oidin~ry accident rate 'and hY' 
t?e lack of spare parts or poor fun~tion,ing ofr~pair sta
tions. Rude Pravo (February 2,' 1952), explains t~at in 
th:~ past a\ltut:Iln 20 t~, 22~,..of a'v:aila'ble, tractors were out 
of servke in C~echoslovakia. Scantei4 (Feb~uarY 6,_ 1952) 
;!xpl'ai'ns that ,in Rumania there is great delay in the repair 
)f tractors. From the last' harvest ,up to Jar'lu;uy, 20, 
'1umerous repair, centers had riot repaired a single tractor. 
,)tabad :v,ep of February 5, 1952 states that on 'F~bruary 'I, 
he agncultural machinery centers in Hun;gary haq ()nJy 

1/1 Tehervenkof~ secretary-gene'ral of the Bulgarian Stalinist 
part~, correctly e~~ains in 'For a Lasting Peace '(May' 5, 1960) 
that Involved here IS a matter of absolute rent, since it con
cerlls revenue arising from land property, in~ependent ,of yield 
from ,the, l~nd .. A. Petruschof, writes to the co~trary i~ the 
M;oscow New TImes of March 28, 1951, that this revenue "hall 
nothing in common with absolute rent." Without, 'explaining 
why, of course. • • • 
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carried out 46% of their plan for, repairs, instead of the 
71 % forecast for this date. In Czechoslovakia, this per
centage was only 40.6%. In Bulgaria, it is estimated that 
half the tractors are out of service at the present time. 

Th{! Stalinist leaders in easte_rn Europe have often 
emphasized the requirement that admission to agricultural 
cooperatives should be on a wholely voluntary basis. Never
theless; the indirect economic pressure used does. not .solely 
an1d justi,fiably strike at ·the kulaks' (by a policy of 
progressive infrease in compulsory deliveries and taxes) 
but at the middle peasants as well and even the small ones. 
Deliveries of industrial fertilizers and location of ~gricul
tural machines systematically favor the cooperatives as 
'aga~nst the private enterprises. In Hungary, the private 
·farm used an average 'of 6 kilograms,of chemical fertilizer 
per youg; in contrast the agricultural cooper(ttive used 
92.6 kilograms!, (Statis{tikai S{emle of Budapest, number 
1-2, 1950). Since at the same time, according to the same 
source, natural fertilizer hardly 'sufficed to fertilize 5.7% 
of araibleland in the autumn of 1949, against the 20 to 
25·% forecast, a very strong pressure is thus exercised 
against the private enterprises. 

Rakosi and above all Minc in Poland have asserted 
many times that tolerable economic conditions must con
tinue not only for private ente'rprises in general, but even 
for kulak enterprises. But each ,time the Stalinist gov
ernments are confronted by increased pressure from the 
kulaks, they are inclined to seek a solution in a new ex
tension of collectivizatio~ whose compulsory character is 
thinly veHed. The incbherence of this orientation further 
sharpens the generally incoherent character of agricultural 
pol icy in the buffer zone. 

4. Foreign Policy and Equipment Difficulties 
The apiplication of industrialization p1ans has .con· 

siderably changed the structure of foreign commerce in 
eastern Europe. Relations among all the "people's demo
cracies" have multiplied. Overall plans of development 
among several of these countries have been elaborated. 
Thus, according to the organ of the S.E.D. Neues Deutsch", 
land (February 2, 1951), Poland and Czechoslovakia are 
together building about twenty factories, one of them an 
electric plant at Dvory, synthetic textile plants, a leather 
combine, etc. A Polish-Hungarian committee is elaborating 
a five-year plan of economic cooperation, as well as 
coordination of the' industrialization plans of the two 
countries. 

According to the Soviet review uVopross{ Ekonomiki" 
(J uly 1951), the foreign trade of these countries is char
acterized by' a clear' tendency to replace bilateral trade 
agreements and clearings by multilateral agreements. An 
example of 1(wo agreements of, this kind. is given by the 
commercial treaty of the end of 1949 among the USSR, 
Poland and Finland, and among the USSR, Czechoslovakia 
and Finland. Finland will supply the USSR with frame 
houses, building timber, small vessels and other goods 
amounting to 100 million rubles;' it will receive in ex
change 80 million rubles of Polish coal, and Czech sugar, 
machines and other products in the amount of 20 million 
rubles. Poland and Czechoslovakia, will receive from the 

USSR 80 and 20 miHions, respectively, of live stock fodder. 
This kind of triangulat trade undoubtedly increases' the 
control of the USSR over the trade of all the "peoples' 
democr acies." 

The USSR plays the role of depot and redistribution 
center not only for trade of the "peoples' democracies" with 
capitalist countries but even for trade between the various 
"peoples' democracies." Nevertheless: this system permits 
a deeper integration of economy among the buffer zone 
countries and represents a stage toward a degree of common 
planning among aH these countries. The same'role is playe,d 
by delivery plans and long-term credits which are taking 
an increasingly important place in reciprocal trade among 
the countries of eastern Europe. 

There is no doubt - and the least benevolent among 
capitalist sources have had to admit it - that despite the 
pillaging role played by the Soviet bureaucracy in the 
·ec~nomy of the buffer zone, eastern Europe has reached a 
degree of economic integraJtion and of a drastic elimination 
of customs barriers that has no counterpart in the parallel 
pathetic attempts in western Europe. The superiority of 
the mode of production based on nationalization of the 
means of production is thus confi'rmoo an{fN. 

The KrenlIin"s Special Privilege 
This does not mean that there has 1;>een. a decrease in the 

various forms of exploitation which the Soviet bureaucracy 
introduced into its relations with the "people's democracies" 
The "Soviet corporations," S.A.G. in Germany, USIA in 
Austria, the join t corporations Sovrompetrol, Sovromgas, 
Sovrbchimetc. in Rum'ania, Maszovel and Molai' in 
Hungary, continue to piay a disruptive role in the economy 
of the buffer zone and in the reciprocal relations among 
the' "peoples' democracies." 

Thus, according to the Neue Zuercher Zeitung of 
February 2, 195 I, the USIA companies at the beginning of 
1951 offered some thirty modern steam locomotives on the 
Vienna Market at'the very time when' the Soviet foreign 
minister was compelled to purchase 300 Swedish locomotives 
because of inadequate production in the USSR. 

At the very time when the scarcity of oil is greater 
than ever in the Soviet bloc, the camouflaged 'Soviet trade' 
corporation in Austria ORO? is offering large quantities 
of Diesel oil, etc. These instances, resulting from the needs 
for liqu~'d, foreign exchange on the P'lrt of the Soviet 
companies in the buffer zone, demonstrate the anarchic 
character still remaining in the relations among the Soviet 
corporations, the economy of the coudtry in which they 
are located, and Soviet economy.* 

Trade With the West 
Trade between the buffer zone countries and the' 

capitalist countries of the West has decreased greatly, 
resulting from. both the voluntary transfer of this trade to 

* Together with reparations and mixed corporations, the 
Soviet bureaucracy has found a surprising new instrument of 
pillage: it hasl • just demanded from Bulgaria payment of 10 
million dollars as a charge against .••. credits granted to the 
Bulgarian CP by the Communist International over IJ. ~6':'yean 
period! 
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the USSR and to the "peoples' demoqacies," as a result of 
the need of freeing planning from the pressure of the 
capitalist worlld market, and from the imperialist blockade. 
For Bulgaria, Rumania, and to a degree even for Hungary, 
trade with the imperialist countries has become negligible. 
On the other hand, it continues to play an important roh~ 
for Poland and Czechoslovakia. A,lthough the., relative 
weight of East-West trade has I ikewise decreased 10r these 
countries, the absolute level of this trade remains high. 

According to the Bulletin economique pour I' Europe of 
the U.N" Poland exported to the -countries of western 
Europe in the amount of $305 miHion in 1951, as against 
$239 million in 1950 and $172 million in 1938. Its imports 
from western Europe amounted to $195 million in ,1951, as 
against 164 millions in 1950 and 136 millions in 1938. As 
for Ci,echoslovakia, while its exports to western Europe in 
1951 were $'171 million as against $204 mHlion in 1950 and 
$198 million in 1938, its imports from western Europe ~ose 
in 951 to $187 million as against $171 million in 1950 and 
$135 million in 1938. 

The principal suppliers to Poland have' been, Sweden 
(iron ore), Denmark, Great Britain (machines) and western 
Germany (machines); the main suppliers of Czecho
slovakia were Belgium, Switzerland, Sweden and western 
Germany. In general the importance of trade with the 
"peoples' democracies" has declined greatly in the foreign 
trade of all capita-list countries, with the exception of the 
Scandinavian countries and, to' a degree, that of Italy and 
of Switzerland. This decline is particularly significant for 
Great Britain and Germany which formerly obtained their 
food supplies from these countries and sold them fllanufac
tured goods. I t is not solely due to the blockade. The 
requ'irements of the east European countries are almost 
exclusively geared to industrial tooling and to certain raw 
materials (non-ferrous metals, rubber, cotton.) The blockade 
has made it difficult for the "peoples' democracies", to 
obtain these products (The Economist of March I, '19'52 
reports a speech pf a Polish Stalinist leader complaining 
of the scar6ty of non-ferrous metals caused by ~the 
blockade), -

Despite the great eHorts, both legal and unofificial, 
which commerce 'of the Soviet bloc must make to secure ball 
bearings, special steels, communications equipment, piping 
for oil instaHations, the changed economic structure of the 
"peoples' democracies" is beginning to show itself in its 
own export trade. A formerly exclusively a-gricultural COUl1-

try like Hungary is now exporting Diesel automdbiles and 
air-conditioned rai'lroad cars to Turkey medical supplies 
and X-ray equipment to Egypt and radio transh1,itters 
as far as Belgium. It has even recently concluded a contract 
for the delivery of comp1lete trains to Argentina, entering 
into competitIon with the United' States, Great Britain, 
GermallY and Belgium in this field. These are changes 
which will in the long mn have profound effects on the 
overall structure of the worIQ market. 

5. Productivity and Workers' Resistance 
The, introduction of a considerable quantity of new 

machines must n~cessarily bring about an increase in labor 
productiv.ity. Inevitahle di~ficulHes 'can arise from the 

influx of hundreds of tho~sands at peasants into industry 
who are unaccustomed to working with machines in general 
and with costly machines in particular. However, it is not 
this difficulty which is considered of prime importance by 
the Sta,linist leaders when they. complain of the inadequate 
output of ,labor in the buffer zone countries. What they 
are after is an increase 'in the rate of output, the speeding 
up of the tempo of work, generalization of the assembly 
line, that is to say, they are demanding ,an additional 
physical effort from the workers. ' 

To this in~reased physical effort there is added an jn
crease in the work week, abolition of' Saturday' off for 
miners, decrease in premium pay for night work and over
time hours, female labor in the mining industry and in 
unhealthy industries. In the' face of thes;e measures, the 
resistance of the workers, particularly those of Poland, of 
Czechoslovakia, of eastern Germany, and to a degree those 
of Hungary, educated by,decades of fierce class struggle, 
is energetic and even sometimes effective~ 

The surest means of pressure that the Stalinist 
authorities have in influencing the attitude of the workers 
is the fixing of. wages by the state, In most of the "peoples' 
democracies," the fiction of the "collective agreement" 
between the trade unions (under Stalinist leadership) and 
the state (uader the same leadership) has been dropped. 
Where it was introduced, as in' eastern Germany, it ex
pressoly provides that the government itself, if it considers 
it necessary, can itself change or set the production "norm" 
relMed to basic wages. 

In Czechoslovakia (Neue Zuercher Zeitung, May 27, 
195J) the "basic wage" for each factory was set in a stable 
fashion, which can no longer be exceeded except in the 
case where the objectives of the plan are surpassed. This 
means that should the work fo)" realizing ,the plan require 
hours in excess-of those provided they wiII n9t be paid (or or 
they wi.J.I result in a general lowering of wages. This 
measure 'Was accompanied by a general rise in norms. In 
August 195 I, a second revision took place (The Economist, 
September 8, 1951): resulting in a teal reduction in average, 
wages. Rabo,tnitchesk'o Delo central organ of the Bulgarian 
Stalinist party,camplains in its issue of December 18, 195f, 
that the norms' are too "rigid" in Bulgarian industry. 

Progressive raising of norms and differentiation of 
wages are demarided in, order to increase' the output of 
the workers. I n Rumania,' since the beginning of 1951, 
measures, were taken 'to raise the norms, to reduce the 
wages of unskiHed workers and for payment of overtime 
(The Economist, January 13, 1951) . 

Price Policy and Wages 
Price policy represen,ts, the indirect pressure instrument 

in the hands of the government: without changing nominal 
wages, the increase in prices provokes a decline in reail 
wages. This is what is taking place notably in 'Poland, 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary with the successive introduc
tion, abolition, and reintroduction of the dual price sectors 
(rationed seCtor and free sector). In Hungary, for example, 
upon the final abotitio,n of rationing, there resulted a price 
increase of close to 300% for bread, butter and beef, and 
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of about 200% for 'lard, sugar, vegetable oil and milk. At 
the same time nominal wages increased on·ly ?8% (The 
Economist, Februa'ry 9, 1952). This is the method used by 
the Stalinist leaders for taking away with the right hand 
,vhat they give with ~he 'left~ in order to stimulate produc
tivity: increases in nominal wages which are actually in
flationary, as we saw previously. 

This is how the bureaucracy suppresses what Eugehe 
Varga has not hesitated t,o cynically label "cOl:tsumer fever 
and wagefraud" (S{abad Nep, June 18,.1950), which con
sists in the fact, incomprehensible to this philosopher of 
the bureaucracy, 'that "everybody is seeking new clothes, 
~zew furniture, new homes and better food . . ~ (1Phereas) 
it is in the interest .of future consumption to consume less 
today." 

I n order to teach recalcitrant workers how to "consume 
less" and still keep quiet, the Stalinist governments are 
progressively introducing' the work legislation ih force in 
the USSR. Whereas the workers, as a result of the short
age 'of labor, could on their own initiative :leave their work 
place,~hen they had the slighetst' reason for dissatisfa.ction, 
they are today attached to the plant, as in the Rumanian 
decree of November 21, which makes every change in in
dustrial employment dependent on a decision by the State. 
A Polish law of December 15, 1951 imposes severe penalti~s 
for minor "infractions of work discipline": an unexcused 
'.absence of 20 minutes (!) results in a reduction 'in wages; 
an unexcused absence of more than an hour brings a loss 
of a day's pay; an unexcused absence of 3 days is punished 
by a month's work at a 20% decrease in PflY; an unexcused 
absence of 4. days by a 3 months' work at a decrease of 10 
to 25 % in pay, etc. 

But «relaxation of work discipline," absenteeism, re
laxation of physical effort, are the normal reactions of 
workers confroQted with speed-up, physical exhaustion * 
and an absence .o( goods to buy for their swollen nominal 
wages. All the Stalinist dignitaries protest and weep be
cause "work discipline" is not so good. Rakosi stated at 
the beginning of this year CS{abad Nep, January 13, 1952): 

It is obvious even today as to what will take place if 
work discipline does not change. Weare vainly giving the 
leaders of economy, the means (!) for using legal methods 
tor re-establish'ing work discipline. AU tbis will serve no 
purpose so long .as .the comrades are afraid to use forceful 
measures." 

Several weeks previously Zapotocki stated (Rude Pravo, 
Nove'mber I, 1951) that the origins of the slowdown' in 
economic development ,lay in the relaxation of work dis1 
cipline. The report of the secretary of the Bulg~dan trade 
unions states (Rabotnitchesko Delo, December 18, 1951) 
that it is customary in very many enterprises for a part 
of the workers to absent themselves without valid reasons. 

:I< The Hungarian review Tarsac,faJin S:eemle (July-August 
1951 issue) :e:it it necessary to "prove" by ridiculous rea&oning 
that. Stakhanovism is not injurious to health. The p'Jllse of 
shock worke~s does beat a little stronger at the beginning of 
the day, signs of exhaustion do appear, but all of that can be 
eliminated by "the' positive emotional factor," by "the desire 
and love" for production! • • 

Alongside', thjs elementary form of. passive 'resistance, * 
more active for-.ms of· resistanc~ an~ alre'ldy manifesting 
themselves, linked with a certain stabilization ·of living 
conditions. Hert! we must cite primarily the workers' re~ 
sistance against the conclusion of new'''collective cQntr~cts" 
in eastern Germany, which compelled the Stalinist fune
t1ona'.rjes In the large plants to r~aBy discuss these contracts 
before dbzens of meetings; th~ 'open resistance of the min
ers in the Ostrava Basin in Czechoslovakia; the demonstra
tion of 10,000 workers at Brno in Czechoslovakia in No
vember 1951 to protest against suppression of the Christ
mas bonus. 

6. Bureaucracy and the Rh;e in Produeti«;:lu 
Together with labor l~gislation, the industrial manage

ment forms which have been in fore~ iIi the l}SSR for' 20 
ye~rs have now been introduced into the Ilpeople~J democ
racies." Since May' 1950, the principle of individual re
spohsibiIity of company managers, and of their omnipo
tence oh the plant level, has been applie~ in Poland. In 
Hungarian industry the same measure wa~ introduced a 
year 'ater (For ~ Lasthig Peace, November 16, 1951). Rude 
Pravo. published an artiiie' on September 26, 195 i in which 
the s~me pdncip,le is insisted on. The reorganization of in
dustry which accompanies the fall of Slansky likewise 
tends to strengthery the principle of individual responsibil
ity in managerial matters (Rude Pravo, September 9). 

But at the same time that Stalinist organs are fulminat
ing aga\nst bureaucratism;' 'at the same time that they in
sult chaitmen of workers' ,committees who think' "they 
ought to meddle in the work of managing companies and 
production, a work. which sbould be incumbent on tbe 
manager alone . .. (who) fancy themselves managers' of 
tbe 'companies ... (who) dO' not know how to demand a 
maximum of work (f.rom the workers}." ,( Rude PravO', Oc
tober 3, 1951) they find themselves under simultaneous 
pressures of inefficiency 'of the bureauc'ratic managen-tent 
and of the discontent of the workers. 

The establishment last September of a minister of state 
control under Bacilekin Czechoslovakia represents an in
teresting reaction on the 'part of Czech Stalinist leaders in 
the face of this double pressure. In oroer to combat bureau
cratism, "all .levers of command in the state administration 
,for control shall be confided exclusively in workers" (R~de 
Pravo, September 19). But at the same time, in order to 
continue the struggle for increased productivity, the auto
cratic character of the plant manager will not be' ques
tioned. The task of the worker-c,ontroller will consist 'of 
"verifying the facts, and nothing but fbe facts. But not 

>I< According to' Rude "Pravo of February 14, 19527 thenum
ber of work places in the mining basin of Ostrava, where shock 
brigade work, was introduced, pas steadily decreased. It was 
88 in M'ay 1951, 54 in November and 44 in DecembE;lr 1951. 
According to the newspaper NQva Svobpda, of February 21, 
1952, five of the 10 sections of the CP in this region could not 
hold their meetings in, January because of, inadequate attend
ance. In three ~ections, 1'1 % of the members were present. Il.n~ . 
in \the remainiIli:{ twa, 45 'and 50 %. 
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to meddle in tbe conflicts and frictions inberent in tbe 
compa·ny." 

But the question is precisely one of this kind of med
dling. For what the workers are seeking and wil( be seek
ing on an increasing scale are organs for "meddling" in the 
"conflicts alid frictions" 'whiCh set them against the bureau· 
crats in the plapt. These organs are the soviets. And the 
factory committees existing in -most of the ,countries of the 
buffer zone are considered by the workers as embryos of 
these organs of df!fense of the workers. and of. strict control 
over th~ bur~aucrat~ 

Whatever· may have been the measures taken by the 
St~linist leaders to emasculate these factory committees 
and to transform them' into organs submissive to the bur
eaucracy, each time they have hqd to feel the pressure of 
the workers and have shown themselves ~s ineffectiv~ in .. 
struments for the go~ernment.> It is up to the workers to 
find the means tQ transform tqem into effective defense 
instrument~ for their own interests 

Socialist Democracy 
The Czech, Polish, Hungarian, and needless to say the 

east German working class posses~es the necessary tech~U:al 
and organizational qualification to take into its Qwn hand 

the management of national economy. That is the pre
condition for reviewini and revising the objectives of the 
plan which are introducing permanent factors of instability 
into economy; for \=orrecting the rela,tions between heavy 
industry and light industry in order to 'raise the living 
standards of the workers and· peasants and thus create a 
material base for raising p'roductivity. 

Modifications of the plans for heavy indlfstry must be 
directed towards priority production of agricultural ma
chinery, for mechanization of agriculture represents the 
only way to abolish the disproportion between industry 
and agriculture. 

Revision of norms must retiect the sentiments of the 
majority of the workers. All 'these measures will not weaken 
but will strengthen the capacity of the Ilnew detnPcrade~'; 
to resist imperialism, for they will,f9r the fjrst time base 
this resistance on the conscious, entpusiastiC, limitless ~t .. 
tachment of the masses to the' new system of productjQrt~ 

The higher the worldwide ariti~imperi"Jist struggle 
rises; the greater the number of blows dealt to capitalism. 
by the international proletariat, the more will the workers 
of the buffer zone regain confidence in' their own str~ngtti 
and will tak~ to thi~ road along w~ich soci~1ist plannin~ 
will be combined with socialist democracy 

Class Struggles in Bolivia (II) 
By CUILLERMO LORA. 

FolloWihg is the. eonduding installment of Guillel"tnoLC)ta'. 
study on Bolivia which began in the May-June issue uncler the 
eaptiop. "The GJ,'~~t Decafie of Clas., St,-Digles." The author 
lS a. l~ader of the Partido ltevolueion~ria Obrera, B()livlam sec
t\on of the Fourth Inter~ationaI. Intimately associtted with 
the heroic struggles of the tin miners .and workers of hte 
country, he p,id fQr hi$ activities by long terms in prisons and 
cQncentrathm camps. Liberated by the recellt revolution, he is 
once a~ain in t~~' thick of th~ fight 

* * * 
The l\linef"s' C~llgf~~ij at ,Pu,I,c8yci (1946) 

The faJl of ViUaroel did not arrest the revolutionary 
upsurg~; on the contrary it greatly stimulated it and gave 
it new f~rms: However -- and this is a fact of enormous 
importance whIch was to have its. effect.s Qnsubsequent 
developments - the process of differentiation between the 
aims of the rna,sses and the governmental program cam.e' to 
an end as quicldy as it had begu'n. The ~mas~es continued 
to view the IViHaroel regime as a revolutionary govern .. 
ment, iqentifying it with the program of the proletarian 
revolutiol', This confusion, further augmented by the re
pressive mea~ures against the MNR, has· not completely 
disappeared to the present day. 

I n one leap, the miners moved to the. forefront of the 
revolutionary Bolivi~n masses, while in the cities the. pro~ 
letariat, sought to break the yoke of the tripartite commit
tees cQptrolleq by a petty :bourgeois l~adership. The bulk 
of the m~sses succeeded in, establishing a liaison with the 

Miners' Federation and indicated that ,they were ready to 
fonow its leadership. These important events occurred ina 
situation which found the revolutionary vanguard still 
weak. It was thus that a trade union organization -the 
Miners' Federation - had to assume tasks proper to a rev
olutionary party. 

The revolutionary upsurge attained its climax: at the 
Miners Congress held at Pulacayo in}November 194.6 asa 
special convention to decide the orient",tion of the Federa~ 
tion. The climate stirred with revolution: the miners hurled 
themselves at the employers ~nd IItheir" government who 
beat ~ retreat before them; they mad~ their demands pre;. 
vail'; they had absolute confidence in their strength and 
organization; they considered themselves stronger than r~';' 
action; they were confident qf achieving everything, even 
the revol'tltion. 

The Pulacayo Theses, unanimously adopted, cOllstJtUh 
ed a program of proletarian revolution around which th~ 
workers of, all Bolivia began to rally. The echo of this pro
grarpfound among the masses and its power. of attraction 
showed that it was in harmony with the needs of the strug. 
gle.' HOWNever the Pulacayo Theses lacked precision in it: 
characterization of the situation. ,Although containing thl 
formulation of t'\sks whose realizatiori would necessarily 
pose the struggle for the seizure of power, the Theses did 
not make that its essential task. In r~ality it took the point 
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of departure that tHe revolutionary ~ituation would ,con:
tinue for some time. The criticisms made by the POR of 
the Pulacayo Theses ,had already demonstrated that any 
lack of precision on the tasks to be accomplished 'would 
turn into an insurmountable obstacle for the m.assesand 
become a factor cufbing revolutionary develQpment~ 

Despite the general confusion, the isolation of the city 
workers and the miners was partly avoided. However, there 
were still two obstacles. to be overcome: that represented 
by the PIR (a midc~le class party influenced by the St~1in': 
ists. --- Ed.), acting under the inspitation .of the mining 
magn'ates, and the absence of .j trade union feo,era.tion, 
which despite all efforts made in thiS direction' had en
countered manydiffitulties, particularly because theques
tion had so long been delayed. 

The Pulacayo Congress had decided that the confhcts 
growing out of the attempts of the employers to close the 
mines at San Jose and.'Oplaca should be met by the .occu
pation of these mines by the miners~ The Congress reck
oned that such an occupation would provide the stimulant 
for action of the workers in the rest of the country and 
that this qqestion would thus be transformed into a sttug
gle for power. Unquestionably, the Pulacayo Theses was 
hailed by the working masseS and even by broad seCtions 
of the petty bourgeoisie (teachers, un iversity studen,ts) who 
showed themselves ready to follow the decisiQns and the 
slogans of It he Congress. 

However, events in Bolivia ,tragically proveo . mat ~he 
leadership was lagging behind the rapid process of change 
which was taking place in the revolutionaty 'consciousnes5 
of the rriasses. I n fact, the workers were on a war footing 
and even went beyond the initiatives of their leaders, or
ganized and armed 'their own cadres with an eye to coming 
battles for which they were already preparing. 

The Ebb Tide Sets In 
The mining magnates were also consclOUS of the, times 

in which they were living. Retreating in panic before the 
workers' upsu'rge, they were ready to yield to the workers' 
demands while carefully watching the attitude of the Min
ers' Federation as well as that of the POR (Revolutionary 
Workers Party, Bolivian section of. the Fourth Interna
tional). I n the meantiml! the workers were wasting their 
energies in isol~ted skirmishes. \Vhen the conflict was re.ach
'ing its climax, the trade union leaders, overwhelmed by the 
enormous tasks facing them, 'retreated instead of .carrying 
out the mandate they had been given. They g.aveorders to 
return to work' and granted a new postponeme'nt to the 
employers while engaging in negbtiations with the govern 
ment. 

The consequences of this policy were disastrous, for 
what was involved was not simply a local conflict but the 
future of the, proletariat and of the revolutionary mpve
ment. lmperialism and the feudal bourgeoisie then came 
to the conclusion that they h,ad overestimated the revolu:" 
tionary ca1iber or-the workers' leadership. Seizing on the 
truce they had been granted, they went over to the attack 
forcing the workers to retreat. The ebb tidt:! which had set 

in at San Jose and Opla:ca was, .consumOlat~d hy the mas
sacre at Catavi in 1949. 

The Miners' Congress at r.olquiri in (947 took note Gi 
the depth of this retreat and decided to adopt a Whole 
series of defensive measures in anticipationQf an approp
riate momen~ to begin offensive strikes. It was under these 
condition~ that the Bolivian proletariat suffered thegre~t
est of its defeats, ~ameIrthe wholesal~discharge of t~e 
workers of the Patmo mmes (at CatavI 'and LlaHagua 10 
December 1947,) 'ordered by the PI R minister, A. Mendf
zabal. 

President Hertzog, whose candidacy was financi',llly 
supported by Patino (one of the ,Big Threemini'ng'mag:" 
nates), was instructed to annihilate the wprkers', movement. 
The repression at Cal a vi, wh~re' the most :' vrgoro'u~ sector 
of the Miners Federatioll was' ~estroyed;'evetJ th'~lJghtetn .. 
porarify, was one side 6f thisplaf.l~Tht7. 80verrll~nt. caf<;'u:" 
latedon pl:ltting over ils plan ,thrQ4gn a camp~igo to-dis;' 
credit the trade union leadershipi with' the aim'o'f divi~i'ng 
the workers' forces. Hertzog had' declared "in tbe -press that 
he would'not' soH his hands with wor~ers' blood. 

Ong)aught of, ReactiQD 
But the'efforts"of,th,e' ptoletanat begJn the- u'pward 

climb again, which .was indicated by the reorgahj.zationof 
the ullion'at Catavi-Llil.'}lagua,' m'lde the m'inebosses. uno. 
\iershmd that,their dects'ive"meth9ds, were inadequate. ''the 
tin magnai~s. dem'anded,tbatthe,' executive ... power carry 
through a 'prqgram of 'violent repr~s'sion. The dismis~al' of 
Hertzog; and· 'his replacem~ntby Urriolagoitia' was~a ,sim'~ie 
episode of conflict between the- mining-bosses' and 'the gov
ernment on thequesJiori of. the' v~olept'dest.rudionof..the 
trade nnions: . 

With .. the ,first signs of' a n~wtevolutionar.y upsp'rge, 
reaction b~li~ved· the ti l11e oJ~portune to' drown it'iri blOod 
and fQund ~he. pretext in the struggle between the, mineJs 
~nd the employers at Catavi over the' question of a wage 
increase. In teality,. the' c6nfiid involved, the government 
v,;hichw41nted to enforce its decisions at the time ,arid . was 
,onfronJed with the opposition of the employers. The trade 
llnion leadership tried' its bef.t to prevent the workers from 
;beinglead into the tr,!p of employers o~ ,the government's 
repress,ion. However the'arrivalof ·.~roopsand police proved, 
;c~nfirming the warning: made by the, POR" that a mas:' 
sacre 'W3.i in preparation. 

The ,provocation went to the ppint of the arrest of 
h~adersof the Miners' Federation and known'memb'ersof 
the POR \\1,110 were exiled. In this way t~y remOved : the 
leading Gadtes who' w6uld h'ave been abl~ to' avoid' die 
clash be,ween the iumed 'forces and the exasperated work.:. 
Crs.On this :fatal day, May ·28,' 1949, the workers'replied 
by'taking several supervisory employes of the niining 
firms as hostages; and the slaughter of about '2,000 ,work. 
ers began. . 

J t is possible that the unionists, watching the assassina .. 
tiori of theIr' class brothers a)ld, the destruction' of their 
I11eetinghalls had killed the host~ges'.' It is also possib.Ie 
that the g~>vernment, poorly informed' about :the smoulder-
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mg unrest, had not expected a violent reaction from the 
wotkers. Patino had done his. work well in preparin~ and 
executing the massacre. 

That the masses had been prepared for a revolutionary 
offensive was demonstrated by the fact that the May 28th 
massacre led the proletariat to re,act on a national scale by 
a general strike of a political nature which had been pre
viously unknown. The decapitation of the workers' leader
ship with, their aims still un attained caused the defeat of 
the proletariat. The most brutal repression was unleashed. 
Thousands of workers were arres'ted throughout the coun
try, sent to concentration camps or exiled while others were 
imprisoned. The whole' gamut of. repr~ssion, so characteris
tic of Latin American countries, was put into effect. 

Mercilessly hounded by the forces of "order," desperate 
and without leadership, the masses took advantage of the 
slightest opportunity to hurl themselves into suicide at
tacks. For instance, during the 1949 civil war, having heard 
that (',the revol.ution had triumphed" the workers of Siglo 
XX went "to 'their death in an onslaught against the police 
forces. 

Role of MNR 
The 'MNR (National Revolutionary Party, now in 

pow~r ~Ed.) at no time attempted to' seize power by 
mobilizing the. masses because it knew that such a mobili
zation would Jeopardize its rule. Its habitual tactic con
sisted 6f p'reparing CQUP d'etats with the assistance of the 
military groups of the Rapeda (an . officers' club). The 
Bolivian experience demonstra.ted that the extension of 
the' st~tiggle between'. the. government _ and the insurgeht 
m~sses a1l.owe.d 'themasses l to embark on political activity. 
\Yhen that happened, the exploited entered the fight under 
their' own anti-imperialist banner which' at the time had 
nothirig in common with that of the MNR. That was dem
onstrated in a general way when the 1949 civil war was 
instigated by the MNR. 

A seriesdf military pronunciamentos occurred ~imul
taneou'Sly in 'several places 'except 'at La Paz. The defeat 
of the'coup d'etat 'at LaPaz, the .capital, resulted in the 
prolongation of the struggle everywhere else and won' ovel1 
broad sections of the population. At Potosi and Sant:t 
Cruz, the most advanced elemell)ts of the' proletariat and 
the POR played a great, role 'by republishing and dissemi
nating the 5,ubstance of the Pulacayo Theses to point the' 
revolutionary road JO the masses. 

The foreign press hastened to announce the outbreak 
of a general strike, at least of the miners, which was pos
sible in the' logic of events but which did not mature be..; 
cause of the 'MNR's policy 'which had never envisaged su.ch 
action for the purpose of the revolutiOnary seizure of pow
er. Like 'Qther worker groupings;~he ininers did not go 
on str"ike. The textile workersand'the POR,'whohad de~ 
sired this form of struggle,' were not considered a focal 
point for action. 

The civil war of 1949 had been prepared and unleashed 
by the MNR but it was not the less surprised by the ef .. 
fects even of a limited mobiHzation 'of the masses. The 
MNR leaders qid: not-count on· an extended struggle ,but 

rather based their tactic on taking the ery.emy by surprise. 
But seeing that thfl march of events did not conform to,' 
their prearranged plans they made ready to flee sacking: 
the banks to pocket needed funds. Nowhere, in none of the. 
provinces where the administration was in the hands of 
the MN R, was the least program of social transformation 
elaborated. I f, as a government, ,it had confiscated big 
property, nationalized the bank, the railroads, etc., it 
woud have had the great masses of the country behind it., 

For despite the way the events had unfolded, the strug~ 
gIe of itself had stirred the consciousness of the masses 
wilo were intinctively moving to a revolutionary program,. 
The seeds sown by the. Pulacayo Theses had found a favor
able soil in the !=ombative spirit of the masses. 

When defeat seemed inevitable, some departmental com .. 
mandos invited the POR'to join them as was the case at 
Cochabamba. The MN R demonstrated by its last minut~ 
attitude how desperate it had become and how concerned 
it was in seeking allies on whom it could attempt to thrust 
the responsibility for the defeat. The pbR on its side de~ 
cided to struggle shoulder to shoulder with the proletariat 
and the pety bourgeois masses engaged or Hable to be en~ 
gaged in combat. But it was the proletariat as a whole 
vvhich had to pay the price for the defeat of the movement 
started by the MNR. 

The Movement Revives 
I t was the miners, above all, attempting to resume the 

struggle during this period of repression, who ended by 
exhausting themsel,,:,es, their organizations disappearing~ 
However, it was the miners who were the first to reorganiz.~ 
themselves and to take stock of their strength. The textile 
workers regrouped themselves again to go over to the at:: 
tack but they continued to remain isolated from the pro; 
letariat and the masses in general. 

The formation of the Coordination Committee, akin(j 
of federation, non-existant. during the preceding strug~e, 
marked a step forward but the committee was weak bet" 
cause most of the trade union organizations were only fOl~
mally affiliated to it without involving their rank and file. 
The. most serious error committed by the leadership of 
this committee was to view a preliminary struggle as 
though it were the finai battle for the destruction of the 
feudal-bourgeois regime. 

There was a gap in tempo and in the degree of mobiIiza;' 
tion between the textile workers of La Paz and the ,large 
majority of the proletariat and peasantry. Tha1: is whY, 
the movement at La Paz remained isolated and went dowQ 
to defeat~ The resumption of the struggle was initiated by 
the teachers WhO capitulated because of lack of strengtn. 
to continue the fight. 

The defeat of the strike, of May 1950 brought on the 
bourgeois reaction against the prolet-ariat. However, one 
year later, a part of the proletariat and the' petty bourgeoisi~ 
reacted against' governmental repression and brought vic~ 
tory to theMN R in the presidential elections. This ex.;. 
ploit of the masses later turned into a defeat because the 
leadership of the MNR as a "democratic and legalistic" 
party· had refused to seiz~ the powe~ which was then, wres:' 
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ed from it by a military pronunciamento. This capitula
tion of the MNR without a struggle hegan to sow doubts 
in the minds of the masses as to the ability of the MNR to 
take the power~ 

All these events unfolded in a period of general ebb 
which had begun with the conflict at San Jose-Oplaca. 
While the workers were in retreat, the MN R began to re
vive and to propagate ideas and prejudices'which had been 
outmoded in the stage between the 3rd Miners' Congress 
and the Pulaca'yo conference. Each time the masses went 
into action, they went beyo~d the limits set by the MNR 
and followed the orientation elaborated by the POR. But 
the fact that they did not take into account the perspective 
of an entire historic period caused an .indentification of 
the preliminary aspects of the struggle with an actual rev
'olutionary upsutge. Consequently the striving for aims 
which did not correspond to the situation permitted reaction 
to gain the upper hand qnd to abort revolutionary possi
bilities which otherwise would have matured into a ful1-
fledged upsurge of the masses. , 

The textile workers convention, which formed a unified 
organization, the convention of the journalists, the revival 
of struggle on the part of the teachers, etc., were so many 
demonstrative signs that a reorganization of forces was 
taking place. But to avoid being thrown back the workers' 
movement must avoid being drawn into premature battles 
and so remove all opportunity from the "rosca" (the "chain 
of reaction" - Ed.) to nip the approaching mobilization 
in the bud. 

Bolivia's Workers ••• Their Social Weight 
The Bolivian proletariat is a small minority of the 

population of the country, representing less than 10% of 
the total. Its great pofitical mission, the role it wiB have to 
playas leader of the revolution flows not from. its num
bers but from the position it occupies in the economy pf 
the country, from the backwat;dness of th'is economy and 
from the fact that the feudal-bourgeoisie has faltered as 
a class. One can say that the political weight of the Bo
livian proletariat is in inverse ratio to its numbers and in 
direct ratio to the political impotence of the bourgeoisie 
and to the insignificance of national capital. It is foreign 
.finance capital which takes the first place in the country 
and exercises an indisputable control over national life. 
But at the same time, imperialism has brought a proletariat 
into' existence which will have the gigantic task of putting 
an end to the oppression suffered by the country, of. de
stroying large land~d property and of leading Bolivhm 
society to socialism. 

The Bolivian masses, including the proletariat are at 
a low cultural level, some 80% of the population being il
literate. B~t contrary to other classes, the Bolivian p'ro
letariat, because of its conditions of life and labor, easily 

. grasps the revol~tionary conclusions of Marxism which 
it attempts to realize in the struggle. This was to be noted 
in the case of the Pulacayo Theses: The Bolivian workers 
certainly did not read the Theses but they listened at trade 
union conferences, at. meetings, during strikes to agitators 
using the slogans adopted at Pulacayo, and when events 

posed questions which the official leadership was incapable 
of resolving in time then it 'was the illiterates themselvef 
who placed these questions in the center of their stru~les. 

The electoral law greatly restricts the rights of the Bo
livian proletariat as suffrage is denied illiterates. and those 
'who have ~ot had military service. The proletariat is still 
further handicapped in the electoral field by a :law which 
ignores density of population as a basis for representation. 
With all these restrictions, the .,proletariat. is quick to re
spond to the electoral appeals of rev01utionary pattiespar~ 
ticularly where a call to direct ,..ac·tion is involved. 

In 1947, the POR joined the Miners' Federationtoco~
S<ltute a class bloc, the Mtner~' Parliamentary Bloc,· on the 
basis of the program adopted at Pulacayo which carried 
on. its campaign for the purpo~e of .utilizing ,th~boUl:geois 
parliament as a revolutionary.tribl.me, which was specially 
necessary since .the period of ebb tide had begun in the 
workers' m9'vement.. The most important success of this 
Miners' Parliamentary Bloc in the period preceding t~e 
Ca'tavi massacres of 1949 was in preventing the trade union 
leaders .from surrendering the workers' moverrtent;to the 
government and, imperialism. 

Thanks to the PQR'spropaganda,·the workers,. aban
doned the illusion of realizing their hopes through parlia
mentary and governmental channels. Substantial sections 
were educated in the idea, that the emancipation of the 
workers is possible only on condition that, they constitute 
their own organs of. struggle. This 'f~mti-parliamentarisq1" 
of the masses, joined to their experience and to ther con
viction that only the armament of the workers will avert 
new massac:res, will assure the final victory, and will serve 
to greatly facilitate the future work of the POR. 
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